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STATE Of MAINE
HUNTING AND TRAPPING
2003 LAWS &  RULES
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SEASON DATES FOR HUNTING AND TRAPPING ARE REVISED ANNUALLY 
DATES APPEARING IN THIS BOOK ARE NOT VALID AFTER JULY 2004
i  j  m  y  s
All hunts include five days hunts, 
six night stay, meals, lodging guide and transj
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GUARANTEED ACTIVE BAITS - NOW BOOKING FOR 2003-2004
Bear Over Bait - Bear With Hounds - Deer - Bobcat - Coyote - Moose Hunl
Guaranteed to hunt you hard!! 
HILLSIDE GAME RANCH
TROPHY REDSTAG TROPHY BOAR
ANIMALS AVAILABLE: BOAR, RED STAGGS, FALLOW 
DEER, SIKA DEER, ELK & BUFFALO
Game Ranch is open year round, seven days a week 
- yes open on Sundays
2 Day’s accommadations, 1 night stay, meals & lodging 
all included in price of animal
Scott Beede For More Information: P.O. Box 21
Registered ME Guide 207-584-2004 Aurora, Maine 04408
Call your 
cable operator 
today and 
ask for it!
www.outdoorchannel.com
The Outdoor Channel 
gives you the 
real outdoors, 
all day, every day.
Experience authentic 
outdoor traditions­
like hunting, fishing, 
shooting and more. 
And you'll see it 
raw and unfiltered, 
the way the outdoors 
was meant to be.
Here's a sample o f our 
hunting show line up -
American Outdooreman 
ATV Television 
Buckmasters 
Chasing the Dream 
Chevy Sportsman 
Dimestore Fisherman 
Gone Huntin'
Grand Outdoors 
Hunters Journal 
Hunting the Country 
Midwest Outdoor Magazine 
Northeast Great Outdoors 
Northwest Hunter 
O'Neil Outside 
Outdoor America 
Outdoor Traditions 
Red Hawk Outdoors 
Sportsman's Showcase 
Texas T rophy Hunters 
Wild Outdoors
The TV Network
you've waited 
your whole life for...
is Here!
W H A T ? ! You don't get the 
REAL Outdoor Channel?
Now Available 
Nationwide on
Get a FREE 16 page full color program guide > 
& info on how to get it on your TV 
Call 1 -800-236-1859  or via the web at 
www.outdoorchannel.com/freeguide
i D I R E C T V ®
f See your local
\ DIRECTV retailer 
or call
MJ 1-800-DIRECTV
Seeing the Maine Forests for 
M ore than Just Trees...
Irving Woodlands protects unique cultural, recreational 
and ecological sites throughout our forestry operations. 
Our Best Management Practices recognize the multiple 
uses of the forest. We are committed to...
• Maintaining a proportion of the landbase in an 
“old forest” condition.
• Maintaining a diversity of wildlife habitats.
• Protecting buffer zones along waterways.
• Providing for recreational use of the forests.
• Maintaining a sustainable forest resource for future 
generations in Maine.
• Certifying all Maine woodlands through third-party 
audits.
SUSTAINABLE s
FORESTRY
INITIATIVE
mm
Maine Woodlands
www.jdirving.com
www.ifdn.com
OFF ROAD 
DICK ZERRIEN 
ELLSWORTH, ME 
800- 244-4017
JUST ADD SNOW; WATER 
& RUGGED TERRAIN!
BuckUp!
We’re fighting to protect 
wildlife and our rights to hunt.
Join us as a champion for the sportsmen 
balancing ecosystems to help all species. 
You’ll cherish your involvement!
SCI Maine Chapter
207-626-9397
SCI-First For Hunters
888-SCI-HUNT
www.scifirstforhunters.org
SCI Foundation
800-407-1237
www.sci-foundation.org
Designed for outdoor adventure, ARGO 
replaces your boat, snowmobile and 4x4, 
rolling them all into one versatile, all-terrain 
vehicle that cruises through snow and 
floats over water.
Explore the Possibilities
WILLIAM T. BARNES A R G O  SALES 
East Coast Distributor 
2934 Ocean Gateway • P.O. Box 353 
Cambridge, Maryland 21613-0353 
PHONE: 410-228-6335 FAX: 410-228-0090 
www.argo-sales.com 
E-Mail: sales@wmbarnesargo.com
Authorized Maine Dealer
DID YOU KNOW?
FEDERAL LAW may prohibit you from:
• Possessing a gun if you’ve been convicted of assaulting:
S  your child;
S  your spouse or live-in partner (past or present); or
^  the mother or father o f your child.
18 U.S.C. § 922(g)(9)
• Possessing a gun if you are subject to a final protection from abuse
order. 18 u.s.c. § 922(g)(8)
• Possessing a gun if you are a convicted felon.
18 U.S.C.§ 922(g)(1)
• Providing a handgun to anyone under age 18.
18 U.S.C. § 922(x)
• Buying a gun for someone who is prohibited from owning a gun.
18 U.S.C. § 922(a)(6) and 922(d)
• Selling a gun to someone who lives out of state.
18 U.S.C. § 922(a)(5)
• Lying on an application to buy a gun.
18 U.S.C. § 922(a)(6)
IGNORANCE OF THE LAW IS NO EXCUSE.
P _ R  O  J  E  C  T  * ★  
★  ★
1 ★ ★
NEIGHBORHOODS *★
Aawfea't Network Agamtt Gun Vloltnc*
U K U U I
SAFE
Project Safe Neighborhoods Task Force 
United States Attorney -  District of Maine 
Portland, Maine 
(207) 771-3294 
psnmaine@usdoj.gov
3 N Y  LAND AND CAMP SALE
•  5  a c re s  w /  C a b in  -  S ta r ts  a t  $ 1 9 ,9 0 0
• 3 - 5  A c re  L o ts  B o a rd in g  S ta te  
L a n d s  S ta r t in g  a t  $ 1 0 ,9 0 0
dac k s  C a m p ”
e: W ild l ife  P o n d s 9Wiv 
re a g e  fo r  h u n t  c lu b s  
st: O v e r  1 0 0  n e w  p ro
__
t lJ M
Great Family Hikes (Scouting)
ack Weekend
CHRISTMAS 8c ASSOCIATES INC 
For more information
call: 1-800-229-7843
or contact us at:
landandcamp s. com
A Shooting Sports Tradition 
Since 1938
For over 60  years, sportsmen and women 
p have m ade K ittery  Trading Post th eir 
destination store fo r the most complete selection o f  
trearms, hunting clothing, footw ear an d shooting 
sports accessories in N ew  England.
Specializing in: New & Used Firearms M i  
• Ammunition & Reloading Equipment
• Optics & Electronics
• Compound Bows & Tree Stands *
* Hunt-specific Clothing & Footwear \
• Related Accessories
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The Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife receives federal funds from the U.S. Department of the Interior. 
Accordingly, all Department programs and activities must be operated free from discrimination in regard to race, 
color, national origin, age, or handicap. Any person who believes that he or she has been discriminated against 
should write to the Office of Equal Opportunity, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240.
State of M a ine
Department of Inland  Fish eries  & W ildlife
ROLAND D. MARTIN Commissioner 
PAUL F. JACQUES Deputy Commissioner
MAIN OFFICE
#41 State House Station Augusta, ME 04333-0041 
For Administration, Fisheries and Wildlife, Warden Service, and general information 
about fish and wildlife, licenses, boating and recreational vehicle registration — 
Call (207) 287-8000. For our automated line with seasonal information/updates 
on hunting and fishing seasons and laws — Call (207) 287-8003 or check out our 
Website at — http://www.mefishwildlife.com TDD# -  287-4471
REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS
Ashland-435 -3 2 3 1  Bangor-9 4 1 -4 4 4 0  Enfield-7 3 2 -4 1 3 2  
Gray — 657-2345 Greenville —  695-3756 Jonesboro — 434-5925 
Sidney -  547-5300 Strong -  778-3324
IF YOU ARE IN NEED OFTHE SERVICES OF A GAME WARDEN 
CALL STATE POLICE ATTHE FOLLOWING TOLL-FREE NUMBERS
Augusta 1 -800-452-4664 Houlton 1 -800-924-2261 Gray 1 -800-482-0730 
Skowhegan 1-800-452-4664 Orono 1-800-432-7381 
Thomaston 1-800-452-4664
Members of the Commissioner’s Advisory Council
Matt Libby — Aroostook County: 435-8274 
Ken Bailey (Chair) — Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Counties: 763-2807 
Harold Brown — Penobscot County: 942-5916 
Robert Savage — York County: 637-2261 
Lance Wheaton (Vice Chair)— Washington County: 448-7726 
Sara Dyer —  Cumberland County: 926-4714 
David Wardwell — Hancock County: 326-4128 
Rick Rogers — Franklin and Oxford Counties: 639-5421 
Raymond Poulin Jr. — Piscataquis and Somerset Counties: 277-5033 
Tenley Meara — Androscoggin, Kennebec and Sagadahoc Counties: 725-2738
NOTE! The State Police numbers may be used to report a fire, ONLY if a 
warden or forest ranger cannot be reached. To report wildfire arson call 
1-800-987-0257— The Maine Forest Service, Department of Conservation
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LETTER FROM THE GOVERNOR
Maine is well known for its scenic beauty, 
vast natural resources and abundant wildlife. 
From boating to bird watching, the outdoor 
recreational opportunities in our state are 
virtually endless. These activities are 
important to our way of life, 
and they serve to strengthen our economy.
More than 200,000 people hunt in Maine each year, 
generating roughly $330 million in retail sales for businesses 
in our state, as well as nearly $130 million in wages and salaries, 
and over $27 million in tax revenue.
Your purchase of a license helps to ensure that 
hunting has a bright future in Maine. It supports the efforts of game 
wardens to protect our resources, and the work of biologists who manage 
Maine’s wildlife. The sale of licenses also provide financial resources to 
secure habitat for wildlife.
Thank you for purchasing a Maine hunting license 
this year, and investing in Maine’s outdoor future.
John Elias Baldacci 
Governor
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MESSAGE FROM THE COLONEL
Outdoor Partners — Caring for Maine’s 
Outdoor Future Together
Maine’s Game Wardens have maintained a partnership 
with hunters and trappers in our state for over 120 years.
This partnership has formed the foundation that protects 
our valuable fish and wildlife resources in the State of 
Maine for everyone to enjoy. In addition, Game Wardens 
work to keep the time you spend in the Maine woods safe and enjoyable.
Successful wardens rely on the public to be their eyes and ears as they cannot 
be everywhere at once. This reliance forms a mutual trust and respect for 
everyone, giving intentional violators offish and wildlife laws a reason to think 
twice before taking game in violation of the law.
Over the past year many wardens have personally recognized the value of this 
traditional partnership and trust. This recognition has brought a very positive 
response from the public to individual wardens in the field and toward the agency 
as a whole at public events.
Hunters, trappers, and the wardens all deserve applause!
Colonel Timothy Peabody 
MAINE WARDEN SERVICE
Caring for Maine’s Outdoors
COMMENTS & COMPLAINTS— If you wish to make a comment about any 
member of the Department, please come to or call the closest office (listed on the 
opposite page) and talk to the appropriate staff member. Written comments should 
be mailed to: Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife, #41 State House Station, 
Augusta, ME 04333-0041. Receipt of your correspondence will be formally 
acknowledged in writing.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE COMMISSIONER
Thank you for choosing to hunt or trap in Maine.
Your purchase of a 2003 Maine hunting and/or trapping 
license supports the continuation of essential services 
performed by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries 
& Wildlife. Your license allows you the opportunity to enjoy 
Maine’s bountiful hunting and trapping activities, and to 
enjoy millions of forested acres, thousands of miles of 
coastline, mountain peaks cresting over 4,000 feet, over 
six thousand lakes and 32,000 miles of rivers and streams.
Your license purchase directly benefits Maine’s wildlife resources. It helps 
provide habitat and allows us to manage wildlife populations. It also allows 
us to patrol and enforce Maine’s fisheries and wildlife rules and laws.
Hunting in Maine is a tradition, as well as a privilege. Please remember that 
with this license comes a responsibility. Think safety, and respect the property 
of others. It is because of the generosity of many private landowners that 
we are able to enjoy this great Maine tradition.
May your season be both a safe and successful one!
Roland D. Martin 
Commissioner
NEW LEGISLATION ENACTED IN 2003 *•
• All licenses and permit fees will be increased by $3.00 effective 
January 1,2004 and will remain in effect for two years.
• Legal hunting hours have been changed for consistency 
to 1/2 hour after sunset for all wild animals and wild birds 
(except migratory waterfowl, wild turkeys and raccoon).
Sunrise and sunset time is now based on Bangor 
rather than Augusta.
• An unlicensed person may assist in the field without 
a license as long as they do not carry a firearm or 
engage in driving deer.
• The laws regarding tagging, registering and 
transporting harvested animals have been 
consolidated and are contained on page 21.
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2003 LICENSE PERMIT FEES R K S f t r , “
MAINE
RESIDENTS
'Small game 
permits hunting 
of all species 
except deer, bear, 
turkey, moose, 
raccoon & bobcat.
NON­
RESIDENTS
ALIEN
OTHER
FEES
Hunting, Fishing, Trapping [including Archery — if eligible —
and Muzzleloading] (70 and older) ......................  FREE
Hunting (16 and older) ..............................................  $19.00
Small Game* Hunting (16 and older) ......................  $12.00
Combination Hunting & Fishing (16 and older) . . . .  $36.00
Junior Hunting (10 to 15 years old) ......................  $5.00
Combination Fishing/Archery(16 and older) ..............  $36.00
Serviceman (resident) Hunting & Fishing......................  $3.00
Serviceman (dependant) Hunting & Fishing . . . .  $10.00 each
Disabled War Veteran (resident) ..............................  FREE
Archery Hunting (16 and older) ..............................  $19.00
Expanded Archery Permits .............................. see page 17
Antlerless Deer ......................................................  $10.00
Buck ....................................................................... $30.00
Muzzleloading (10 and older) ......................................  $11.00
Trapping (16 and older) ..............................................  $33.00
Junior Trapping (10 to 15 years) ..............................  $7.00
Big Game Hunting (16 and older) ..............................  $85.00
Combination Hunting & Fishing (16 and older) . . . .  $123.00
Small Game* Hunting (16 and older) ......................  $55.00
3-Day Small Game Hunting (valid for 3 consecutive days) $30.00
Junior Hunting (10 to 15 years) ..............................  $25.00
Archery Hunting (16 and older) ..............................  $55.00
Expanded Archery Hunting (designated areas) . . . .  $80.00
Muzzleloading (10 and older) ......................................  $33.00
Trapping (any age) ...................................................... $308.00
Big Game Hunting (16 and older) ..............................$125.00
Combination Hunting & Fishing (16 and older) . . . .  $176.00
Small Game* Hunting (16 and older) ......................  $70.00
Archery Hunting (16 and older) ..............................  $70.00
Muzzleloading (10 and older) ......................................  $58.00
Junior Hunting (10 to 15 years ..............................  $25.00
Supersport License (see page 4) $15.00 -  2003 /$20.00 -  2004
Falconry ......................................................................  $24.00
Duplicate License ......................................................  $2.00
Taxidermist, Hide Dealer, and Guide Licenses. . . .  see page 14
Coyote Night Hunting Permit ......................................  $2.00
Deer, Moose or Bear Registration ..............................  $1.00
State Migratory Waterfowl Stamp (16 and older) . . . .  $5.50 
Pheasant Stamp (Cumberland and York Counties). . . .  $16.00
Bear Permit (see page 20) Resident ......................  $25.00
Non-resident ......................................................  $65.00
Moose, Turkey, Antlerless Deer Perm its.............. see page 13
Unless othenvise noted, ail licenses and permits expire on December 31 of the year issued.
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HUNTING HIGHLIGHTS
TREE STANDS: (7406, Subsection 16E) It is unlawful to insert any metallic or 
ceramic object into a tree on land of another for the purpose of erecting a ladder 
ortree stand, unless you have permission from the landowner. You must obtain verbal 
or written permission of the landowner (or representative) to erect and use a portable 
or permanent tree ladder or stand and the ladder or stand must be plainly labeled with 
a 2-inch by 4-inch tag identifying the name and address of the person or persons 
authorized by the landowner to use the stand or ladder. (Exception: Portable tree 
stands or ladders used on land within the jurisdiction of the Maine Land Use Regulation 
Commission and attended by the person who owns the ladderorstand shall not require 
landowner permission or labelling, but permanent ones do. (Note: For additional 
information on the use of private property, see pages 32-33.)
SUNDAY HUNTING is illegal in Maine.
DISPOSAL OF REMAINS: It is unlawful, except during normal field dressing or for 
baiting purposes, to drop, deposit, discard, dump or otherwise dispose of the carcass, 
waste parts or remains of a wild animal, unless you are on private property owned 
by you, or in a legally designated area.
HARASSMENTOFHUNTERS ANDTRAPPERS: It is illegal forany person to willfully 
interfere with the lawful hunting and trapping of any wild animal or wild bird, including 
the willful disturbance of wild animals or wild birds with intentto interfere with their lawful 
taking. (Note: This law does not limit the ownership, use, access or control of property 
rights otherwise provided by law).
ILLUMINATING WILDLIFE: From September 1 to December 15, it is unlawful to use 
artificial lights from Vi hour after sunset until Vi hour before sunrise to illuminate, jack 
locate, attempt to locate or show up wild animals or wild birds, except raccoons 
(see page 22).
LEASHED DOG TRACKING LICENSE: A license is available which allows the 
tracking of wounded deer with dogs. The fee for this license is $25. Contact the 
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife for details.
LEGAL HUNTING HOURS: The legal hunting hours for wild birds (except migratory 
birds, wild turkey) and wild animals (except raccoons and coyotes) are from 30 minutes 
before sunrise to 30 minutes after sunset.
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2003 HUNTING SEASONS
All dates are inclusive except that hunting is prohibited on Sunday
D E E R  (See pages 13 & 15 for information regarding antlerless deer)
Expanded Archery (limited area/  permit required) .........................  Sept 6 -  Dec 13
Special Archery (Statewide) ............................................................... Oct 2 -  Oct 31
Firearms (allows use of bow and arrow, firearms or muzzleloaders)
Maine residents only ..........................................................................................  Nov 1
All hunters ...................................................................................................  Nov 3 -  Nov 29
Youth Deer Hunting Day (ooc p a g e ^ . . ! ................................................................. Oct 25
Muzzleloader (Statewide)
—  all Wildife Management Districts (WMD’s) *see page 35 ___  Dec 1 -  Dec 6
Extended Muzzleloader
-  in WMD’s 1 2 ,1 3 ,1 5 ,1 6 ,1 7 ,1 8 ,2 0 ,2 1 ,2 2 ,2 3 ,2 4 ,2 5 ,2 6 ,3 0  Dec 8 -  Dec 13
B E A R  .......................................................................... ........................................... see page 19
M O O S E  (Permit Hunt — see page 13) W MD’s 1,2,3,5,6,11,19 Sept 22 -  Sept 27
W MD’s 1 through 1 4 ,1 7 ,1 8 ,1 9 ,2 8 ,2 9  ............................................  Oct 1 3 -O c t  18
T U R K E Y  (Spring Permit Hunt —  see page 13) ___ Split season occurs in May
(Fall Archery Hunt) ............................................  Dates to be determined
R A B B IT  (Cottontail & Snowshoe Hare) ............................................  Oct 1 -  Mar 31
Season on Island of Vinalhaven............................................................... Oct 1 -  Feb 28
G R A Y  S Q U I R R E L ................................................................................. O c t i - D e c 3 i
W O O D C H U C K ,  R E D  S Q U IR R E L  &  P O R C U P I N E . . . .  Jan 1 -  Dec 31 
P H E A S A N T , *  R U F F E D  G R O U S E  ( P A R T R ID G E )
&  B O B W H IT E  Q U A I L ........................................................................ Oct 1 -  Dec 31
*Only male pheasant may be taken during this season in WMD 24.
In York and Cumberland Counties, a permit is required to hunt or possess pheasant.
SPRUCE GROUSE ...............................................................  NO OPEN SEASON
CROW (Split season) 'Proposed Dates WMDs 1-6: Feb 15 -  Apr 15 and Aug 1- Sept 30
WMDs 7 -  30: Feb 1 -  Mar 31 and Aug 1 -  Sept 30
RACCOON ...............................................................................  Oct 1 -  Dec 31
SKUNK & O P O SS U M ....................................... ....................... Oct2 0 -D e c 31
FOX ................................................................................................  Oct20 -F e b 28
BOBCAT ........................................................................................ Dec 1 -  Jan 31
LYNX ........................................................................................ NO OPEN SEASON
COYOTE ........................................................................................ Jan 1 -  Dec 31
WOODCOCK, WATERFOWL, SNIPE, GALLINULES, RAILS -  Season dates 
are set according to federal framework and are listed in the Migratory Game Bird 
Schedule published in September. A Migratory Waterfowl Permit IS NOT required 
to hunt woodcock, snipe, gallinule, rails or crow.
NOTE! Except for migratory game birds (defined on the following page), there is no general 
hunting season on any species of bird or animal which is not listed in the above chart.
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GAME BAG LIMITS
SPECIES DAILY BAG POSSESSION
RUFFED GROUSE (PARTRIDGE) 4 8
BOBWHITE QUAIL 4 8
PHEASANT 2 4
RABBIT (Cottontail & Showshoe) 4 (Only 1 may 
be a cottontail)
8  (only 2 may 
be a cottontail)
GRAY SQUIRREL 4 8
DEER Only 1 may be taken annually ■— see (1) below
BEAR Only 1 may be taken annually — either hunting or trapping
MIGRATORY BIRDS (Ducks, Geese, Etc.) See (2) below
OTHER LEGAL SPECIES No limit
(1) Additional deer may be taken by participants in the Expanded Archery 
Season (see page 17), or by anyone possessing a bonus anterless permit.
(2) Migratory bird hunting regulations are located in a separate publication which is 
printed in September. The following shall be considered migratory gamebirds: 
Anatidae or waterfowl, including brant, wild ducks, geese and swans; Rallidae 
or rails, including coots, gallinules, sora and other rails; scolopacidae, snipe, 
or woodcock; Columbidae or pigeons, including doves and wild pigeons.
DOG TRAINING SEASON *•
• Dogs may be trained on foxes, rabbit, and raccoons from July 1st through the 
following March 31st. It is unlawful to use or possess a firearm, other than a pistol 
or a shotgun, loaded with blank ammunition, while training dogs on fox, rabbit, or 
raccoons (except during the open hunting season on these species). Dogs may be 
used to hunt wild hares or rabbits during the firearm season on deer.
• Residents may train up to 4 dogs on bear from August 1st to the start of the bear 
hunting season, except south of Route 9 in Washington and Hancock Counties.
• Sporting dogs may be trained on wild birds at any time. The commissioner may 
authorize the use of firearms during such training to shoot and kill wild birds 
propagated or legally acquired by the permittee and possessed in accordance with 
the laws pertaining to breeders licenses. During dog training season, it is legal to 
train dogs on Sunday.
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LAWS PERTAINING TO JUNIOR HUNTERS
1. Hunting Prohibited. Children under 10 years of age are not allowed to hunt.
2. Junior hunting license. Children at least 10 years of age and under 16 years 
of age must have a junior hunting license to hunt.
3. Hunters to be accompanied. Junior hunters (10 years of age or older and under 
16) may hunt with firearms ONLY in the presence of their parent or guardian or an 
adult who is at least 18 years of age. Any person who accompanies a junior 
hunter, other than the parent or guardian, must either possess a valid hunting 
license or have successfully completed a hunter education course. That 
presence must be unaided by visual or audio enhancement devices, including 
binoculars and citizen band radios.
A junior hunter who turns 16 years of age may continue hunting for that year with 
the junior license but must complete the appropriate safety course prior to hunting 
without adult supervision. A junior hunter who turns 16 and continues hunting with 
a junior license must purchase waterfowl (Federal and State) and pheasant stamps. 
Junior hunters 1 0 -1 5  years of age must purchase the bear permit (page 20) and 
the muzzleloading stamp (page 18).
4. Trappers to be accompanied. Children under 10 years of age are allowed to trap 
without a license but must be accompanied at all times by a parent or an approved 
adult who is at least 18 years of age. Children over 10 years of age and under 16 
years of age who hold a junior trapping license must be accompanied, unless 
they have successfully completed a trapper education course.
5. Archery hunting. A Junior Hunting License holder may hunt with bow and arrow 
when accompanied by an adult 18 years of age or older. Juniors hunting during 
the expanded archery season must make a tag for transporting deer to a 
registration station. Do not use the tag on the Junior License if a deer is 
taken during the expanded archery season.
HUNTERS FOR THE HUNGRY
Attention hunters!
Some Maine citizens lack adequate nutrition.
A gift o f meat from your hunt can help out hunger in Maine. 
Hunters for the Hungry is a program for donating wild game meat 
to food kitchens, shelters and charitable organizations statewide. 
To find out how you can help 
call 1-888-4DEERME.
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LICENSING REQUIREMENTS
WHO NEEDS A LICENSE?
Anyone 10 years of age and over must obtain a license to hunt wild birds or wild 
animals.*
• Children under 10 years of age are not allowed to hunt.
• Hunters 10 years of age to 15 years of age must possess a junior license.
• Hunters 16 years of age and over must possess an adult license to hunt. 
(NOTE: A Junior License holder who turns 16 may hunt with that Junior License 
for the remainder of the year — see page 10 for more information.)
*Maine resident landowners, including immediate family members over 10 years 
of age, as long as their license to hunt has not been revoked or suspended, may 
hunt without a license, including archery licenses and muzzleloading license, (must 
purchase all other permits and stamps) on land they own and reside provided the 
land exceeds 10 acres in size and is used exclusively for agricultural purposes.
WHAT ARE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR OBTAINING A LICENSE?
Applicants for an adult hunting license must show proof of having previously held an 
adult license to hunt with firearms in any year beginning with 1976 or successful 
completion of an approved hunter safety course from this or any other state. Residents 
must provide proof of residency when applying for a license.
To obtain an adult archery hunting license, you must show proof of having held an adult 
license to hunt with bow and arrow in any year after 1979 or successful completion 
of an archery education course.
Convicted felons who have not been issued a permit to carry a firearm 
CANNOT PURCHASE OR POSSESS a firearms hunting license in Maine (Title 15, 
sub-§393,sub-§§ 1 & 2.)
‘RESIDENT means a citizen of the U.S. who has been domiciled in this State 
continuously for 3 months prior to applying for any license, or an alien who has been 
so domiciled for one year. You will not be considered a resident unless: a) if registered 
to vote, registered in Maine; b) if licensed to drive a motor vehicle, made application 
for a Maine motor vehicle license; c) if owning a motor vehicle(s) located within the State, 
registered each such vehicle in Maine; d) complied with the State income tax laws; and 
e) if a full-time student at a Maine college or university, resides in Maine continuously 
for 3 months AND satisfies above requirements. ‘ NON-RESIDENT means a citizen of 
the United States who does not fall within the definition of ALIEN OR RESIDENT. 
‘ALIEN means a person who is not a citizen of the United States.
MISCELLANEOUS PERMITS
HOW ARE LICENSES OBTAINED?
Residents and non-residents may obtain hunting licenses from agents through 
out the state (sporting good stores, many convenience stores and town clerks) or 
from the Department office in Augusta. Non-residents may also obtain them by 
mail or from numerous non-resident license agents throughout the State.
(Note: Not all town clerks issue non-resident licenses.)
Licenses may also be purchased online at IF&W’s website at 
http://www.mefishwildlife.com
It is unlawful to o b tar any license or permit through misstatement or 
misrepresentation or to oossess any license or permit which has been 
altered, mutilated or tampereu with in any manner.
OTHER HUNTING LICENSE PROVISIONS:
• You are required to keep your hunting license and any necessary permits with you 
while hunting or transporting wild birds and wild animals and must show it to any 
warden, law enforcement officer, Department employee, guide or landowner upon 
whose land you are hunting if requested.
• Any license issued by the Department must be signed prior to use.
PLEASE NOTE: The Commissioner may revoke the license of any person 
convicted of violating the fish and wildlife laws, in addition to any penalty 
which may be imposed by a court of law. Some violations result in 
MANDATORY REVOCATION! See page 26 for a list of violations.
ARETHERE ANY OTHER PERMITS REQUIRED?
There ARE certain permits required (in addition to the regular hunting license) 
as listed below:
PHEASANT PERMIT: Required for hunters 16 years of age or older to hunt or 
possess pheasant in Cumberland & York Counties. Revenue derived from 
this permit is dedicated to the acquisition of pheasants which are raised 
and released by private fish and game clubs.
MIGRATORY WATERFOWL PERMIT: Required for hunters 16 years of age or 
older to hunt waterfowl. (Federal stamp also required.)
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MUZZLELOADING PERMIT: Required for hunters 10 years of age or older prior 
to hunting deer during the muzzleloading deer season. (See Page 18.)
COYOTE NIGHT HUNTING PERMIT: Required to hunt coyote at night from 
January 1 to April 30. Hunting underthis permit is limited to Vi hour after sunset until 
1/2  hour before sunrise and shall cease at midnight each Saturday and resume at 
12:01 am on Monday. Hunters must be in possession of an electronic, hand-held or 
mouth-operated predator calling device. The fee for this permit is $2.00.
FALCONRY LICENSE: A falconry license, in addition to a regular hunting license, 
is required of persons who engage in falconry. Copies of the regulations pertaining 
to this type of hunting are available upon request.
BEAR HUNTING PERMIT: Required for hunters 10 years of age or older to hunt 
bear outside of the firearms season on deer. (See Page 20.)
*MOOSE: Hunting during the annual moose hunt is allowed by permit only. 
Currently 2,585 permits are issued and each permittee may select a subpermittee 
to hunt with them. Applications are available after January 31. (Season dates are 
on page 8.)
‘TURKEY: Maine’s spring turkey season occurs in May (season dates will be 
set by rule in September or October). Hunting is allowed bv permit only. 
Currently 12,000 permits are issued to hunters who are selected in a random 
drawing held in February. Applications are available after December 31. There 
is a fall season (archery only) for 2003 in WMDs 15,16, 20.21, 22, 23,24, 25, 
and 26. Anyone who possesses an archery license may obtain a permit at a fee of 
$10 for residents and $40 for non-residents. Dates will be determined in the fall.
‘ ANTLERLESS DEER: Hunting of antlerless deer during the firearms season and 
muzzleloading season is restricted to those hunters who possess a valid any-deer 
permit. Antlerless deer may be taken by hunters during the Expanded 
(September -  December) and Special (October) Archery Seasons. Applications 
are available after June 20. Application deadline: August 1.
‘ Maine’s moose, turkey and antlerless deer (firearms) hunts are 
“permit only” hunts. Information on these hunts is contained in separate 
publications. Contact the Department at 287-8000 for more information 
or visit our website at http://www.mefishwildlife.com
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SPECIAL PRIVILEGE LICENSES
• Anyone serving in the U.S. Armed Forces and permanently stationed at a military 
base in Maine (includes spouse and dependent children if they permanently 
reside with that person) may purchase a resident license to hunt, trap or fish.
• Military personnel who are on active duty in the U.S. Armed Forces and permanently 
stationed outside Maine may purchase either a hunting, fishing or combination 
hunting and fishing license for $3.00*. Spouse and dependent children may obtain 
a combination license for $20.00, ora hunting orfishing license for $10.00 upon proof 
thattheir home of record, as recorded in a service record, is Maine. (*Plus agentfee.)
• Any citizen of a foreign nation, under 21 years of age, who is living with a family in 
Maine in connection with any cultural or educational exchange program may 
purchase a resident license to hunt or fish.
• Any Maine Indian who is a member of the Passamaquoddy, Penobscot, Maliseet 
or Micmac tribe will be issued, upon application, at no charge or fee, a license to 
hunt, fish or trap (including archery, and bear permit). (Obtained from respective 
tribal headquarters.)
COMPLIMENTARY LICENSES:
A Maine resident who is 70 years of age or older will be issued, upon application, a 
complimentary license to fish, trap or hunt (including archery, muzzleloading, 
waterfowl, bear, and pheasant hunting permits, or renewal of a license to guide. (These 
may be obtained at any time in the calendar year that person turns 70.)
A Maine resident who is a war veteran and has a service-connected disability of 
100%, or has served in a combat zone and has a service-connected disability of 70% 
or more will be issued, upon application, a complimentary license to fish, trap or hunt 
(including archery, muzzle-loading and pheasant stamps).
Maine residents and non-residents (if reciprocal privileges exist in their home state) 
who are suffering from the loss of, or loss of use of, both lower extremities, will be 
issued, upon application, a complimentary license to hunt or fish.
OTHER LICENSES (available at the Augusta Office only): For detailed 
information on the following licenses, contact the Department at 287-3164
• HIDE DEALERS LICENSE: Required for anyone who commercially buys, sells or 
barters any raw, untanned wild animal hide or head or gall bladder from any bear.
• SEASONAL HIDE DEALERS LICENSE: Required for places of business for 
butchering wild animals who commercially sells or barters the heads or untanned 
hides of deer or moose that they have butchered.
• TAXIDERMIST LICENSE: Allows a place of business, to lawfully possess fish or 
wildlife for the sole purpose of preparing and mounting them and to also buy, sell 
or barter raw, untanned hides or heads of wild animals.
• GUIDES LICENSE: Required for anyone who receives any form of remuneration 
fortheir services in accompanying or assisting others while hunting, fishing, trapping, 
boating, snowmobiling or camping at a primitive camping area.
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DEER HUNTING INFORMATION
For more information pertaining to deer hunting: See Page 16:
Licenses .......................................................................................................6 - 1 4
Tagging, Transporting, Registering................................................................... 21
Hunter Orange.....................................................................................................  25
Tree Stands ............................................................................................................... 7
General Hunting Provisions ...................................................................  2 2 - 2 3
Archery/Muzzleloading............................................................................ 1 7 - 1 8  *•
SEASONS:
Expanded Archery (Limited Area/Permit Required).......September 6 -  December 13
Special Archery (Statewide) ................................  October 2 -  October 31
Firearms (Maine residents only) ................................................. November 1
Firearms (All Hunters) ........................................  November 3 -  November 29
Muzzleioader (Statewide-All W M Dsysee page 35 .... December 1 -  December 6 
Extended Muzzleioader Season in WMDs 12,13,
15 ,16 ,17 ,18 ,20 ,21 ,22 ,23 ,24 ,25 ,26 ,30  .........December 8 -  December 13
Hunting of ANTLERED deer is legal throughout the State during any open deer 
hunting season.
Hunting of ANTLERLESS deer (having antlers less than 3 inches in length 
measured from the skull) is prohibited except by special permit during both the 
firearms season and the muzzleloading season. Deer of either sex may be 
taken during both archery seasons. Multiple deer may be taken during the 
Expanded Archery Season and one may be taken during any one of the 
remaining seasons (with appropriate licenses or permits).
• Baiting deer by placing salt or any other bait or food to entice deer or hunting from 
an observation stand or blind overlooking salt, grain, fruit, nuts or other foods known 
to be attractive to deer, during any open hunting season on deer is prohibited. 
(Does not apply to hunting from an observation stand or blind overlooking: standing 
crops; foods that have been left as a result of normal agricultural operations or as 
a result of natural occurrence; or bear bait that has been placed at a bear hunting 
stand or blind in accordance with bear baiting laws.
• Deer may not be hunted with the use of dogs, artificial lights, snares, traps, or set 
guns or any firearm using .22 caliber rimf ire cartridges, exceptthat .22 caliber rimf ire 
magnum cartridges are permitted. Deer decoys are legal.
• Driving deer or taking part in a deer drive is unlawful, except that 3 or fewer 
persons may hunt together, without the aid of noisemaking devices. Driving 
deer is an organized or planned effort to pursue, drive, chase or otherwise frighten 
or cause deerto move in the direction of any person(s) who are part of the organized 
or planned hunt and known to be waiting for the deer.
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1. There is a closed season on deer in the following areas:
• Mt. Desert Island, all of Swan Island in the town of Swan’s Island, and all of Long Island 
in Long Island Plantation, all located in Hancock County;
• Cross and Scotch Islands, located in Washington County;
• The town of Isle au Haut and islands within that town, located in Knox County; and
• In wildlife sanctuaries, unless otherwise provided.*
(‘ Beauchamp Point Sanctuary in Camden and Rockport, Knox County, is open to 
archery hunting for deer during any open hunting season that allows archery 
equipment to be used to hunt deer.)
2. Islesboro. In the town of Islesboro, Waldo County, it is lawful to hunt deer with bow 
and arrow only during ANY open season on deer, except muzzleloading, (including 
the expanded archery season).
3. Southport. In the town of Southport, Lincoln County, and on all islands within 
its confines, it is lawful to hunt deer with shotguns only, during the firearms 
season on deer.
4. Prout’s Neck; Richmond’s Island; Cape Elizabeth Sanctuary. Approximately 
1,600 acres of this sanctuary is open to deer hunting with bow and arrow only during 
the archery seasons and the firearms season. (Note: Landowner permission 
required.)
5. Cranberry Isles. In the town of Cranberry Isles, Hancock County, it is lawful to hunt 
deer with bow and arrow only during the archery and firearms seasons on deer 
or with shotgun during the firearm season on deer.
Other provisions pertaining to deer:
• It is unlawful to hunt deer after having killed and registered one during the 
open season of that calendar year (except for participants in the Expanded 
Archery Season— see page 17, or by individuals in possession of a valid 
bonus deer permit as explained on the any deer application).
• Gift deer may not be possessed unless clearly labelled with the name and 
address of the person who registered the animal, and the year it was 
registered.
• For information on buying, selling or bartering animals, see page 14.
MUNICIPAL ORDINANCES. Several Maine cities and towns have adopted 
local ordinances which restrict or prohibit the discharge of certain 
projectiles (e.g., arrows, bullets). Prior to hunting near thickly settled 
communities, hunters should check with local authorities regarding such 
ordinances.
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ARCHERY SEASONS
Expanded Archery Deer Season: September 6 -  December 13,2003 
Special Archery Deer Season: October 2 -  October 31,2003 
Fall Wild Turkey Season: Dates to be determined later.
The regular archery license allows bow and arrow hunting for all legal game (except 
deer during the muzzleloading season) and is required to hunt during the special 
archery deer season, the expanded archery deer season, and the fall wild turkey 
hunting season. In addition to the regular archery license, hunters participating in 
the expanded archery deer season and the fall wild turkey season must purchase 
permits as follows: Multiple antlerless deer permits may be purchased for $10 each 
and one buck permit for $30 for the expanded archery deer season; wild turkey 
permits for the fall season may be purchased for a fee of $10 for residents and $40 
for non-residents. YOU MUST POSSESSTHE REGULAR ARCHERY LICENSE IN 
ORDER TO PURCHASE THESE PERMITS.
Complimentary license holders (Over 70, Disabled Veteran, Indian) and Junior 
license holders may hunt with those licenses during the Expanded Archery Deer 
season and the Fall Wild Turkey Season, but must purchase the permits described 
above. (See page 10 for tag information).
Applicants for the regular archery license must show proof of having successfully 
completed an archery hunter education course or of having held an adult archery 
license in any year after 1979.
Junior hunters (at least 10 years of age and under 16) who hold a valid Junior Hunting 
License are allowed to hunt with bow and arrow when accompanied by an adult 18 
years of age or older. (See page 10)
• Hunter orange clothing is NOT required when hunting with bow and arrow. Anyone 
who hunts with a firearm must wear hunter orange (see page 25.)
• A handgun may be carried by licensed* hunters while bowhunting but may NOT 
be used to dispatch deer. (*License to hunt with firearms.)
• Laws which allow you to hunt without a license on your own land under 
certain conditions apply to archery hunting (see page 11.)
• Deer may be taken under the archery provisions only by means of hand-held bow 
with a minimum draw weight of 35 pounds, and broad-head arrow. Arrow heads 
(including expandable broadheads) must be at least 7/8 inch in width. It is 
unlawful to use a crossbow, or set bow, or to use arrows with poisonous or 
explosive tips.
• All deer killed by bow and arrow during the archery seasons must be inspected 
and registered at the first open deer registration station.
• It is legal to hunt until Vi hour after sunset during both archery deer seasons.
• Deer of either sex may be taken during the regular archery season. (Deer 
taken during the expanded archery deer season are by appropriate permit as 
described above).
In addition, all other laws pertaining to deer hunting shall apply to bowhunting.
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MUZZLELOADING SEASON
Muzzleloader (Statewide — All Wildlife Management Districts*) *See page 35
....................................................................  December 1 — December 6
Extended Muzzleloader Season in WMDs 12,13,15,16,17,18,20,21,22,23,
24,25,26,30 .....................................................  December 8 — December 13
• A muzzleloadina permit, in addition to a validadultoriuniorbia game hunting license 
that allows the use of firearms, is required to hunt deer with muzzleloading rifles 
during this season.
• ONLY MUZZLELOADING FIREARMS MAY BE USEDTO HUNT DEER DURING 
THIS SEASON. Muzzleloading firearm means a firearm that has a rifled or 
smooth-bored barrel or barrels that is: each barrel capable of firing only a single 
charge; loaded through the muzzle ; and ignited by percussion cap or priming 
charge of a flint, match, or wheel lock mechanism. In-line muzzleloading rifles and 
scopes may be used during this season.
• Hunter orange clothing is required during this season (see page 25.)
• Hunting hours are from V2 hour before sunrise to 1/2 hour after sunset.
• Except as specified, all other laws relating to the taking of deer with firearms shall 
apply to the taking of deer with muzzle-loading firearms.
utdoors- 
Woman
The Becoming an Outdoors Woman (BOW) Workshop is aimed 
primarily at women 18 years and older interested in learning 
or honing their outdoor skills in firearms/range safety, 
fly fishing, canoeing, sea kayaking, plant and tree identification, 
map and compass, white-tail deer hunting, duck hunting, 
turkey hunting, and much more!
Call (207) 287-8000 
for a brochure and application form.
Sponsored by the Maine Department o f  Inland Fisheries 
and Wildlife and Maine Warden Service Association
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BEAR HUNTING INFORMATION
For information on: Page
Licenses.............................................................................................................  6-14
Tagging, Transporting, Registering..................................................................  21
Hunter Orange.....................................................................................................  25
General Hunting Provisions ................................................................... 22-23
SEASONS 2003
General Hunting Season ................................  August 25 -  November 29
Hunting with Dogs Allowed ........................  September 8 -  October 31
Hunting with Bait*  .........................................  August 25 -  September 20
• Bait may not be used to hunt for bear from September 22 to November 29. Hunting 
with the use of bait is defined as hunting from an observation stand, blind or other 
location which overlooks any bait orfood; except standing crops and foods that have 
been left as a result of normal agricultural operations or natural occurrence. “Bear 
Bait” means any animal or plant, or derivative of an animal or plant, used to attract 
bear. “Bear bait” does not include any packaging or container materials that fall 
within the definition of litter under Title 17, §2263.
Bait may not be used to hunt or trap black bear unless:
• The bait is placed at least 50 yards from any travel way that is accessible by a 
conventional 2-wheel or 4-wheel drive vehicle;
• The stand, blind, or bait area is plainly labeled with a 2 inch by 4 inch tag with the 
name and address of the baiter;
• The bait is placed more than 500 yards from any solid waste disposal site or 
campground;
• The bait is placed more than 500 yards from an occupied dwelling, unless written 
permission is granted by the owner or leasee;
• The bait is placed not more than 30 days before the opening day of the season 
and not after October 31st;
• The bait areas will be cleaned up by November 10th as defined by the State 
litter laws; and
• The person hunting from any stand or blind of another person has permission 
of the owner of that stand or blind.
A permit is required from the Bureau of Parks and Lands (287-3821) to place 
bait on Public Reserved Land for the purpose of hunting bear. Baiting of animals 
is prohibited in State Parks and Historic Sites.
A permit is required by the White Mountain National Forest for the purpose of placing 
bear bait on National Forest lands. Contact the Evans Notch Visitor Center in Bethel, 
Maine at (207) 824-2134 for further information.
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OTHER BEAR HUNTING PROVISIONS
Bear Hunting Permit: Outside of the firearms season on deer, a special bear 
hunting permit (in addition to a hunting license) is required to hunt for bear.
During the firearms season on deer, a person may legally take a bear by virtue of a 
regular hunting license. The fee for a bear hunting permit is $25.00* for residents and 
$65.00* for non-residents and aliens. The special permit is not required when 
trapping for bear. (*Plus agent fee.)
• Dogs may not be used to hunt bear during the open firearm season on deer.
• No more than 4 dogs may be used at any one time to hunt for bear.
• Non-residents may not use a dog or dogs to hunt for bear unless they employ 
and hunt with a resident Maine guide. (This section does not apply to non-residents 
who hold a valid Maine guide license — they may hunt bear with the use of dogs 
themselves and guide residents but not non-residents). The total number of 
clients with a licensed guide may not be more than three.
• You may not kill or wound a bear that is treed or held at bay by another person’s 
dog or dogs unless you have permission from the person conducting the hunt.
• You may not hunt or trap bear or release dogs to hunt for bear within 200 yards 
from sites permitted or licensed for the disposal of solid waste.
• Prior to registration, bears may be cut up for ease of transportation, but all parts 
of the bear (except for the viscera and rib cage) must be presented and in such a 
manner that the sex of the animal can be determined.
• It is unlawful to hunt bear after having killed and registered one during the open 
season of that calendar year.
• Gift bear may not be possessed unless each part is clearly labeled with the name 
and address of the person who registered the animal and the year in which it 
was registered.
• For information on buying, selling or bartering animals, see page 14.
• Note: A permit to carry a handgun to track wounded bear after dark may be 
obtained from the Warden Service Headquarters.
NOTICETO DOG OWNERS: It is unlawful to allow any dog to run at large at any 
time, except when used for hunting. (“AT LARGE” means off the premises of the 
owner and not under the control of any person by means of personal presence 
or attention.) It is unlawful to allow any dog to chase, wound, or kill a deer or 
moose at any time or any other wild animal in closed season.
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TAGGING, TRANSPORTING, AND REGISTERING 
DEER, MOOSE, WILD TliRKEY AND BEAR
1. Tagging requirements: Prior to presenting a bear, deer, moose or wild turkey for 
registration, a person must securely attach a tag to the animal that conforms to the 
requirements established by the Department.
2. Registration requirements: A person who kills a bear, deer, moose or wild turkey 
must: (1) Remain with the animal until it is registered, except as provided in #4 below. 
(2) Present that animal for registration in that person’s name at the first open 
registration station for that animal on the route taken by that person; and (3) Leave 
the registration seal attached to the animal until the animal is processed and packaged 
for consumption.
3. Condition of animal presented for registration: A person may not present a bear, 
deer, moose or wild turkey for registration unless it is presented in its entirety, except 
that the viscera and rib cage of the animal maybe removed in a mannerthat still allows 
the determination of the sex of the animal; and a moose may be dismembered forease 
of transportation, and the lower legs, head and hide of a moose may be removed. If 
the head of the moose is not brought to the registration station, a canine tooth or the 
lower jaw must be presented at the time of registration. Parts of a moose not presented 
for registration may not be placed where they are visible to a person traveling on a 
public or private way.
4. Time limits for registering: A person may not keep an unregistered bear, deer, moose 
or wild turkey at home or any place of storage for more than 18 hours. This does not 
apply to an animal that is kept in an official registration station for the animal or at the 
office of a game warden. A person may leave an unregistered harvested animal in the 
woods if that person notifies a game warden within 18 hours as to the location of that 
animal and the circumstances necessitating leaving that animal in the woods.
5. Transporting harvested animals:Aperson may nottransportaharvested wild animal 
or wild bird unless that animal is lawfully possessed by the person.
A person may not present for registration or allow to be registered in that person’s 
name, a bear, deer, moose or wild turkey that that person did not lawfully kill. A person 
may not possess a bear, deer, moose or wild turkey that has not been legally registered 
except as otherwise provided in the statutes regarding animals causing damage or 
nuisance.
Possession of gift bear, deer, moose or wild turkey. A person may not, unless a permit 
has been obtained pursuant to section 7531, possess any part or parts of a bear, deer, 
moose, or wild turkey given to that person unless that gift bear, deer, moose or wild 
turkey is labeled with the name of the person who registered it and the year it was 
registered.
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TOHUNT meansto pursue, catch, take, kill or harvest wild birds and wild animals (wild 
by nature, whether or not bred or reared in captivity including any physical part of that 
species of mammal or bird) or attempt to catch, take, kill or harvest wild animals or 
wild birds.
1. Unlawful conduct. The hunting, possession, transporting of any species of wild 
animal or wild bird, or parts thereof, for which an open hunting season is not 
specifically provided and except as provided in the fish and wildlife laws is unlawful. 
It is also unlawful to take, possess or needlessly destroy the nest or eggs of any 
wild bird.
2. Buying and Selling Wild Animals and Wild Birds. It is unlawful to buy or sell any 
wild bird, turkey, deer, bear or moose except:
• Plumage of legally taken wild birds may be bought or sold as provided by Federal 
law;
• The head, hide, antlers, and feet of lawfully possessed deer and head, hide, antlers, 
feet and bones of moose may be bought or sold;
• The head, hide, teeth, gall bladder, and claws of lawfully possessed bear may be 
bought or sold.
3. Night hunting. Except as otherwise provided, Wild birds and wild animals mav not 
be hunted from 16 hour after sunset until V2 hour before sunrise the following day. 
Exceptions: migratory bird, turkey, raccoon and coyote.
4. Raccoon hunting. Raccoons may be hunted at night during the open season only 
when the hunter is: a) accompanied by a dog; b) uses an electric flashlight to locate 
raccoons that are treed, or held at bay, by a dog or dogs, and; c) uses a rifle or 
handgun of no greater power than one which uses .22 caliber long rifle ammunition; 
said rifle to be loaded only when being used to dispatch a raccoon that is treed or 
held at bay by dogs.
5. Shooting from a motor vehicle or motorboat or possessing a loaded firearm
in or on a motor vehicle. It is unlawful to shoot from a motor vehicle or motorboat 
or have a loaded firearm in or on a motor vehicle, trailer, or othertype of vehicle being 
hauled by a motor vehicle except as specifically allowed. (Note: A loaded clip may 
be carried in a motor vehicle, but it must not be inserted in, or attached to, a firearm; 
a muzzle-loading firearm is considered to be loaded ONLY if charged with powder, 
lead and a primed ignition device or mechanism.)
a. Persons who hold a valid Maine permit to carry a concealed weapon may carry 
a loaded pistol or revolver in a motor vehicle.
b. Paraplegics and single or double amputees of the legs may shoot from motor 
vehicles that are not in motion.
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c. Migratory waterfowl may be hunted from a motorboat in accordance with federal 
regulations.
d. A person may shoot from a motorboat when the motor is shut off and the boat 
is not being propelled by the motor.
6. Sunday hunting. Hunting on Sunday is not allowed. Hunting equipment being 
carried in the fields and forests or on the waters or ice of this State or in a motor 
vehicle being operated on an unpaved road located in an unorganized township on 
Sunday shall be securely wrapped in acomplete cover, fastened in acase, orcarried 
in at least 2 separate pieces in such a manner that it cannot be fired unless the 
separate pieces are joined together again. Forthe purpose of this paragraph, a clip, 
a magazine, or cylinder of a firearm shall not be considered a piece of the firearm).
7. Shooting from or over a public paved way. A person is guilty of hunting from or 
over a public paved way if that person shoots at any wild animal or wild bird from 
anypublicpavedwayorwithinlOfeetoftheedgeofthepavementofthepublicpaved 
way or from within the right-of-way of any controlled access highway or discharges 
any firearm over a public paved way (any road treated with bituminous or 
concrete material).
8. Airborne hunting. A person on the ground or airborne may not use aircraft to aid 
or assist in hunting big game (deer, bear, moose).
9. Shooting of domestic animals. It is unlawful for any person, while on a hunting 
trip, to negligently, carelessly, or willfully shoot and wound or kill any domestic 
animal or domestic bird.
10. Hunting under the influence. It is unlawful to hunt while under the influence of 
intoxicating liquor or drugs.
11. Shooting within 100 yards of dwelling. It is unlawful to discharge a firearm 
within 100 yards of a residential dwelling without permission from the owner or in 
the owners absence, an adult occupant who dwells in that location.
12. Firearms on school property. Possession of a firearm on public school property 
or discharging one within 500 feet of school property, except as used in supervised 
educational programs or by law enforcement officials, is a violation of Title 20-A 
Section 6552.
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LAWS PERTAINING TO HUNTING EQUIPMENT
1. Legal methods. Wild animals and wild birds may be hunted only by the use of 
firearms (not larger than 10-gauge), hand-held bow and arrow, or by falconry. Deer 
decoys are legal; laser sights (red dots) for firearms and bows are legal. Electronic 
calling devices are currently legal for deer, bear, turkey and coyote hunting. 
Electronic calling devices are illegal for moose, and migratory game birds. 
(Crossbows and set bows are illegal unless permitted otherwise for disabled 
hunters.)
2. Shotgun to be plugged. It is unlawful to hunt any migratory game bird with a 
shotgun originally capable of holding more than 3 shells unless the magazine has 
been cut off, altered, or plugged with a one-piece filler (incapable of removal without 
disassembling the gun), so as to reduce the capacity of the gun to not more than 
3 shells in the magazine & chamber combined.
3. Automatic firearm (a firearm that continues to fire as long as the trigger is held 
back). It is unlawful to hunt with or possess for hunting any automatic firearm.
4. Auto-loading firearm (a firearm which reloads itself after each shot and 
requires a separate trigger pull for each shot). It is unlawful to hunt with or 
possess for hunting any auto-loading firearm which has a magazine capacity of 
more than 5 cartridges,* unless the magazine has been permanently altered to 
contain notmorethan5cartridges.(Note:Thisprovision does not applyto.22 caliber 
rimfire guns or to auto-loading pistols with barrel lengths of less than 8 inches). 
*Plus 1 in the chamber for a total of 6.
5. Silencer. It is unlawful to hunt with or possess for hunting any firearm fitted or 
contrived with any device for deadening the sound of the explosion.
6. Illegal cartridges. Cartridges which contain tracer bullets or explosive bullets may 
not be used for hunting.
7. Illegal use of lights. From September 1 to December 15, it is un law fu l to  use 
a rtific ia l ligh ts from  1/2  hou r a fte r sunse t until 1/2 hour before sunrise to 
illuminate, jack, locate, attempt to locate or show up wild animals or wild birds except 
raccoons which may be hunted at night with electric flashlights during the open 
season (see page 22 for details.)
8. Illegal devices. It is unlawful to hunt with the use of (or sell or offer for sale for the 
purpose of hunting) a set gun, or any poisonous or stupefying substance (except 
rodenticide for orchard mouse control and gas cartridges for woodchuck control.)
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• WATERFOWL HUNTERS are not affected by the provisions below while hunting 
from a boat, blind or in conjunction with waterfowl decovs.
• FIREARMS SEASON ON DEER: Anyone who hunts any species with a firearm 
during thef irearms season on deer (also onYouth Deer Day) must weartwo articles 
of hunter orange clothing. One article must be a solid-colored hunter orange 
hat: the other must cover a major portion of the torso, such as a jacket, vest, 
coat or poncho and must be a minimum of 50% hunter orange in color 
(camouflage).
• MOOSE HUNTING SEASON: Anyone who hunts any species with a firearm in a 
Wildlife Management Districtthat isopen tomoose hunting mustwearonearticle 
of hunter orange, solid-colored clothing.
• MUZZLE-LOADING SEASON ON DEER: The hunter orange clothing require­
ments listed above under the firearms hunting season on deer apply.
• EXPANDED AND SPECIAL ARCHERY SEASONS on deer, hunter orange 
clothing IS NOT required.
• BEAR AND BIRD HUNTERS: ONLY required when hunting during the firearms 
hunting season on deer, the muzzleloading season on deer, or within an open 
moose hunting district during moose hunting season.
ARTICLES OF HUNTER ORANGE CLOTHING must in good and serviceable 
condition and visible from all sides. A decal on an article of clothing that is otherwise 
solid-colored hunter orange does not disqualify that article of clothing from satisfying 
therequirementsofthissubsection.HlWTEEOflA/VGEmeansadaylightfluorescent 
orange color with a dominant wave length between 595 and 605 nanometers, 
excitation purity not less than 85% and luminance factor of not less than 40%.
To report violations 
of Maine’s fisn and wildlife laws call 
1-800-ALERT US (2537887) in State 
(207) 287-6057 Out of State
Poachers are thieves. .. 
help us catch them.
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LICENSE REVOCATION INFORMATION
Hunters should be aware of the fact that a conviction for any hunting violation 
may result in the revocation of their hunting privileges.
Minimum Mandatory Ten Year Revocation of Hunting Licenses:
If a person is convicted of Assault While Hunting [17A MRSA §208(A)] and the offense 
occurred in the context of hunting activity, and if, through failure of the hunter to make 
proper target identification, the offense resulted in the death of another person.
Minimum Mandatory Five Year Revocation of Hunting Licenses:
• Shooting a domestic animal while hunting;
• Hunting under the influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs;
• Conviction of violation of 17A MRSA while on a hunting orfishing trip or in the pursuit 
of wild animals, birds or fish and when the wounding or killing of a human being 
has occurred.
Minimum Mandatory Three Year Revocation of ALL Department of Inland 
Fisheries and Wildlife (DIF&W) Licenses:
• Disturbing traps.
Minimum Mandatory Two Year Revocation of ALL DIF&W Licenses:
Persons convicted of burglary or criminal trespass of a building located within any 
unorganized township; theft of any equipment used for hunting, fishing and trapping; 
or theft of any animal which has been obtained by hunting or trapping and which was 
in the possession or control of the person who hunted or trapped the animal.
Hunting Violations with a Minimum One Year License Revocation:
In addition, the Commissioner may suspend all other Department licenses held if a 
person is convicted of any of the following violations: •
• Illegally hunting and/or possessing deer, bear or moose during closed season
• Night hunting
• Discharging a firearm within 100 yards of an occupied dwelling without owner 
permission
• Trapping bear after having killed one
• Illegally buying and/or selling moose or turkeys
• Illegally hunting/possessing wild turkeys including using illegal methods to hunt 
wild turkeys
• Hunting deer, bear or moose after having killed one and/or exceeding the bag 
limit on deer bear or moose
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SUMMARY OF FIREARMS LAWS
Legal firearms for hunting: Handguns, rifles and shotguns not larger than 10-gauge 
are legal for hunting in Maine, except as follows: Automatic firearms are illegal. 
Auto-loading firearms are illegal if they hold more than 6 cartridges* (does not apply 
to .22 caliber rimfire guns or to auto-loading pistols with barrel less than 8 inches.) 
(*See page 24.)
Illegal devices for hunting: Silencers, tracer bullets, explosive bullets, set guns.
Deer hunting: No firearm may be used which uses .22 rimfire cartridges, except 
.22 magnum.
Moose hunting: It is illegal to use .22 caliber rimfire firearms or shotguns using 
shot loads.
No firearms of any kind may be carried while hunting deer with a bow and arrow during 
the special archery season on deer and the expanded archery season on deer, except 
that a person who also holds a license that allows hunting with firearms may carry 
a handgun.
Carrying concealed firearms: A permit is required to carry a concealed firearm in 
Maine, except that licensed hunters and trappers are exempt while engaged in these 
activities; the latter provision does not authorize the carrying of a concealed or loaded 
firearm in a motor vehicle. Some town offices or city halls issue these permits to 
residents. If not, contact Maine State Police. Non-residents may obtain concealed 
weapons permits from the chief of the Maine State Police: (207) 624-8775.
Loaded firearms In motor vehicles: It is unlawful to have a loaded firearm in or on 
a motor vehicle (including trailer, ATV, aircraft, snowmobile, or railway car). A loaded 
clip may be carried in a motor vehicle, but it must not be inserted in a firearm. Persons 
who hold a Maine concealed firearms permit may carry a loaded pistol or revolver in 
a motor vehicle. Firearms may be transported in a motor vehicle without a 
concealed firearms permit provided they are (1) unloaded and in plain view, or 
(2) are unloaded and placed in a remote secure area (such as a locked trunk) 
away from the control of the occupants of the motor vehicle. For purposes of 
this law, a muzzle-loading firearm is considered to be loaded only if charged with 
powder, lead and a primed ignition device or mechanism.
IT IS ILLEGAL TO:
• Discharge a firearm within 100 yards of a residential dwelling without permission 
of the owner or occupant.
• Possess firearms on public school property or discharge a firearm within 500 feet 
of school property.
• Possess a firearm in a motor vehicle on Sunday on an unpaved road in an 
unorganized township unless the firearm is wrapped, in a case, or in at least two 
separate pieces so that it cannot be fired unless pieces are put together.
OTHER ILLEGAL AREAS: Firearms may not be carried on game preserves. Firearms 
must be in a case or stored in the trunk of a car when transported through Baxter State Park.
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Sunrise and Sunset at Bangor, Maine
Eastern Standard Time
Add one hour for daylight savings time 
(from first Sunday in April to 
last Sunday in October).
January February March April May June
Date Rise Set Rise Set Rise Set Rise Set Rise Set Rise Set
1 7:13a 4:04p 6:55a 4:43p 6:12a 5:23p 5:15a 6:03p 4:24a 6:41 p 3:52a 7:14p
2 7:13a 4:05p 6:54a 4:44p 6:10a 5:25p 5:13a 6:05p 4:23a 6:42p 3:52a 7:15p
3 7:13a 4:06p 6:53a 4:46p 6:09a 5:26p 5:12a 6:06p 4:21a 6:43p 3:51a 7:16p
4 7:13a 4:07p 6:52a 4:47p 6:07a 5:27p 5:10a 6:07p 4:20a 6:44p 3:51a 7:17p
5 7:13a 4:08p 6:50a 4:48p 6:05a 5:29p 5:08a 6:08p 4:19a 6:46p 3:50a 7:17p
6 7:13a 4:09p 6:49a 4:50p 6:03a 5:30p 5:06a 6:1 Op 4:17a 6:47p 3:50a 7:18p
7 7:12a 4:1 Op 6:48a 4:51 p 6:02a 5:31 p 5:04a 6:11 p 4:16a 6:48p 3:50a 7:19p
8 7:12a 4:11p 6:47a 4:53p 6:00a 5:33p 5:02a 6:12p 4:15a 6:49p 3:49a 7:19p
9 7:12a 4:13p 6:45a 4:54p 5:58a 5:34p 5:01a 6:13p 4:13a 6:50p 3:49a 7:20p
10 7:12a 4:14p 6:44a 4:56p 5:56a 5:35p 4:59a 6:15p 4:12a 6:52p 3:49a 7:21 p
11 7:11a 4:15p 6:42a 4:57p 5:54a 5:37p 4:57a 6:16p 4:11a 6:53p 3:49a 7:21 p
12 7:11a 4:16p 6:41a 4:58p 5:52a 5:38p 4:55a 6:17p 4:10a 6:54p 3:49a 7:22p
13 7:11a 4:17p 6:40a 5:00p 5:51a 5:39p 4:54a 6:18p 4:08a 6:55p 3:49a 7:22p
14 7:10a 4:18p 6:38a 5:01 p 5:49a 5:40p 4:52a 6:20p 4:07a 6:56p 3:49a 7:23p
15 7:10a 4:20p 6:37a 5:03p 5:47a 5:42p 4:50a 6:21 p 4:06a 6:57p 3:49a 7:23p
16 7:09a 4:21 p 6:35a 5:04p 5:45a 5:43p 4:48a 6:22p 4:05a 6:59p 3:49a 7:23p
17 7:08a 4:22p 6:34a 5:05p 5:43a 5:44p 4:47a 6:23p 4:04a 7:00p 3:49a 7:23p
18 7:08a 4:23p 6:32a 5:07p 5:41a 5:46p 4:45a 6:25p 4:03a 7:01 p 3:49a 7:24p
19 7:07a 4:25p 6:30a 5:08p 5:39a 5:47p 4:43a 6:26p 4:02a 7:02p 3:49a 7:24p
20 7:06a 4:26p 6:29a 5:1 Op 5:38a 5:48p 4:42a 6:27p 4:01a 7:03p 3:49a 7:24p
21 7:06a 4:27p 6:27a 5:11 p 5:36a 5:49p 4:40a 6:28p 4:00a 7:04p 3:49a 7:25p
22 7:05a 4:29p 6:26a 5:12p 5:34a 5:51 p 4:38a 6:30p 3:59a 7:05p 3:49a 7:25p
23 7:04a 4:30p 6:24a 5:14p 5:32a 5:52p 4:37a 6:31 p 3:58a 7:06p 3:50a 7:25p
24 7:03a 4:32p 6:22a 5:15p 5:30a 5:53p 4:35a 6:32p 3:58a 7:07p 3:50a 7:25p
25 7:02a 4:33p 6:21a 5:17p 5:28a 5:55p 4:34a 6:33p 3:57a 7:08p 3:50a 7:25p
26 7:01a 4:34p 6:19a 5:18p 5:26a 5:56p 4:32a 6:35p 3:56a 7:09p 3:51a 7:25p
27 7:00a 4:36p 6:17a 5:19p 5:25a 5:57p 4:30a 6:36p 3:55a 7:1 Op 3:51a 7:25p
28 7:00a 4:37p 6:16a 5:21 p 5:23a 5:58p 4:29a 6:37p 3:55a 7:11 p 3:52a 7:25p
29 6:58a 4:38p 6:14a 5:22p 5:21a 6:00p 4:27a 6:38p 3:54a 7:12p 3:52a 7:25p
30 6:57a 4:40p — — 5:19a 6:01 p 4:26a 6:40p 3:53a 7:13p 3:53a 7:25p
31 6:56a 4:41 p — — 5:17a 6:02p — — 3:53a 7:14p — —
The Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife would like you to...
—  Tell someone where you are headed and when you expect to be back.
—  Rem em ber to Ask First— accessing private land is a privilege.
—  Be prepared for your hunt— no one ever plans to get lost.
—  Be sure of your target and beyond.
—  Remember, for the latest outdoor news and wildlife reports, 284 State Street, SHS, Augusta, Maine 04333-0041
check out www.mefishwildlife.com  207-287-800C
Sunrise and Sunset at Bangor, Maine
Eastern Standard Time
Add one hour for daylight savings time 
(from first Sunday in April to 
last Sunday in October).
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1 3:53a 7:25p 4:21a 7:02p 4:57a 6:13p 5:33a 5:16p 6:13a 4:24p 6:52a 3:56p
2 3:53a 7:25p 4:22a 7:00p 4:58a 6:11p 5:34a 5:14p 6:14a 4:23p 6:53a 3:55p
3 3:54a 7:24p 4:23a 6:59p 4:59a 6:09p 5:35a 5:13p 6:16a 4:21 p 6:54a 3:55p
4 3:55a 7:24p 4:24a 6:58p 5:00a 6:07p 5:36a 5:11 p 6:17a 4:20p 6:55a 3:55p
5 3:55a 7:24p 4:25a 6:56p 5:02a 6:05p 5:38a 5:09p 6:18a 4:19p 6:57a 3:55p
6 3:56a 7:23p 4:26a 6:55p 5:03a 6:03p 5:39a 5:07p 6:20a 4:17p 6:58a 3:54p
7 3:57a 7:23p 4:27a 6:54p 5:04a 6:02p 5:40a 5:05p 6:21a 4:16p 6:59a 3:54p
8 3:57a 7:23p 4:29a 6:52p 5:05a 6:00p 5:41a 5:03p 6:22a 4:15p 7:00a 3:54p
9 3:58a 7:22p 4:30a 6:51 p 5:06a 5:58p 5:43a 5:02p 6:24a 4:14p 7:01a 3:54p
10 3:59a 7:22p 4:31a 6:49p 5:08a 5:56p 5:44a 5:00p 6:25a 4:13p 7:01a 3:54p
11 4:00a 7:21 p 4:32a 6:48p 5:09a 5:54p 5:45a 4:58p 6:26a 4:11 p 7:02a 3:54p
12 4:00a 7:21 p 4:33a 6:46p 5:10a 5:52p 5:46a 4:56p 6:28a 4:1 Op 7:03a 3:54p
13 4:01a 7:20p 4:34a 6:45p 5:11a 5:50p 5:48a 4:55p 6:29a 4:09p 7:04a 3:54p
14 4:02a 7:19p 4:36a 6:43p 5:12a 5:49p 5:49a 4:53p 6:31a 4:08p 7:05a 3:54p
15 4:03a 7:19p 4:37a 6:42p 5:13a 5:47p 5:50a 4:51 p 6:32a 4:07p 7:06a 3:55p
16 4:04a 7:18p 4:38a 6:40p 5:15a 5:45p 5:51a 4:49p 6:33a 4:06p 7:06a 3:55p
17 4:05a 7:17p 4:39a 6:39p 5:16a 5:43p 5:53a 4:48p 6:35a 4:05p 7:07a 3:55p
18 4:06a 7:16p 4:40a 6:37p 5:17a 5:41 p 5:54a 4:46p 6:36a 4:04p 7:08a 3:56p
19 4:07a 7:15p 4:42a 6:35p 5:18a 5:39p 5:55a 4:44p 6:37a 4:03p 7:09a 3:56p
20 4:08a 7:15p 4:43a 6:34p 5:19a 5:37p 5:57a 4:43p 6:39a 4:03p 7:09a 3:56p
21 4:09a 7:14p 4:44a 6:32p 5:21a 5:35p 5:58a 4:41 p 6:40a 4:02p 7:10a 3:57p
22 4:10a 7:13p 4:45a 6:30p 5:22a 5:33p 5:59a 4:39p 6:41a 4:01 p 7:10a 3:57p
23 4:11a 7:12p 4:46a 6:29p 5:23a 5:31 p 6:01a 4:38p 6:42a 4:00p 7:11a 3:58p
24 4:12a 7:11p 4:47a 6:27p 5:24a 5:30p 6:02a 4:36p 6:44a 4:00p 7:11a 3:58p
25 4:13a 7:1 Op 4:49a 6:25p 5:25a 5:28p 6:03a 4:35p 6:45a 3:59p 7:12a 3:59p
26 4:14a 7:09p 4:50a 6:23p 5:27a 5:26p 6:05a 4:33p 6:46a 3:58p 7:12a 4:00p
27 4:15a 7:08p 4:51a 6:22p 5:28a 5:24p 6:06a 4:31 p 6:47a 3:58p 7:12a 4:00p
28 4:16a 7:06p 4:52a 6:20p 5:29a 5:22p 6:07a 4:30p 6:49a 3:57p 7:12a 4:01 p
29 4:17a 7:05p 4:53a 6:18p 5:30a 5:20p 6:09a 4:28p 6:50a 3:57p 7:12a 4:02p
30 4:18a 7:04p 4:55a 6:16p 5:31a 5:18p 6:10a 4:27p 6:51a 3:56p 7:13a 4:03p
31 4:19a 7:03p 4:56a 6:14p — — 6:11a 4:26p — — 7:13a 4:04p
The Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife would like you to...
—  Tell someone where you are headed and when you expect to be back.
—  Remember to Ask F irst— accessing private land is a privilege.
—  Be prepared for your h un t— no one ever plans to get lost.
—  Be sure of your target and beyond.
—  Remember, for the latest outdoor news and wildlife reports, 284 state Street, SHS, Augusta Maine 04333-004
check out www.mefishwildlife.com  Z U 7 - 2 8 7 - o U 0 l
CLOSED AND SPECIAL REGULATION AREAS
1. Unity Utilities District. It is unlawful to hunt on the Unity Utilities District Property 
located on Route #139 and Prairie Road in Unity, Waldo County.
2. Gray Squirrels. It is unlawful to hunt gray squirrels on any land which is dedicated 
as a public or private park or on any land located within the limits of the compact 
or built-up portion of any city or town.
3. Haley Pond. It is unlawful to hunt waterfowl on Haley Pond in the town of Rangeley 
and Dallas Plantation, Franklin County.
4. Wildlife Sanctuaries and certain Wildlife Management Areas. Unless otherwise 
specifically provided, it is unlawful to hunt or trap any wild animal or wild bird within 
the limits of any wildlife sanctuary, any area properly posted by the State of Maine, 
or within the following described territories:
Back Bay Sanctuary, Portland 
Baxter State Park closed to all hunting 
except: The area north of Trout Brook 
in T6R9; inT6R10 orT2R9 andT2R10 
where hunting is allowed.
Beauchamp Sanctuary (See page 16 
for information on bow and arrow hunting) 
Carver’s Pond Waterfowl Sanctuary 
Colby College Area, Waterville 
Drake’s Island Game Sanctuary 
Dry Pond Sanctuary (Crystal Lake)
Fairfield Sanctuary*
Glencove Sanctuary 
Gray Game Sanctuary 
Hog Island Game Sanctuary 
Jefferson & Whitefield Sanctuary 
Kineo Point Sanctuary 
Lake Christopher Area, Oxford County 
Limington, Hollis, Waterboro Sanctuary 
Long Lake Area, Aroostook County 
Lowell E. Barnes Area, Oxford County 
Marsh Island Area,* Old Town,
Orono— Penobscot County 
Megunticook Lake and Vicinity Sanctuary 
Merrymeeting Bay Game Sanctuary 
Monroe Island Game Sanctuary
Moosehead Lake Game Sanctuary 
Moosehorn Game Sanctuary 
Narragansett Game Sanctuary*
Oak Grove Area, Vassalboro 
Ocean Park Game & Bird Sanctuary 
Orrington Game Sanctuary 
Pittston Farm Sanctuary 
Prout’s Neck; Richmond’s Island;
Cape Elizabeth Sanctuary* (see page 16). 
Rangeley Game Sanctuary 
Rangeley Lake Sanctuary 
Rangeley Plantation Sanctuary 
Readfield and Winthrop Sanctuary 
Salmon Pond Sanctuary 
Sebago Lake Basin Area, Standish, Windham 
Somerset Game Sanctuary 
Standish Sanctuary 
Stanwood Wildlife Sanctuary, Ellsworth 
Thorncrag-Stanton Bird Sanctuary 
Tomhegan Game Sanctuary 
Wells Sanctuary 
Wells & York Game Sanctuary 
Willow Water Game Sanctuary 
Woodbury Sanctuary, Litchfield, Monmouth 
York Game Sanctuary, Franklin County
‘ Trapping allowed in accordance with the general laws of the State.
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INDIAN TERRITORY
As a result of the Maine Indian Claims Settlement Act of 1980, lands purchased by 
the Penobscot Indian Nation and the PassamaquoddyTribe within certain designated 
areas of the State are classified as Indian territory and have special legal status. The 
Penobscot Nation and the Passamaquoddy Tribe, within their respective Indian 
territories, have exclusive authority to regulate hunting and trapping. At the time of this 
publication, parcels of Indian territory had been acquired within the following areas:
PENOBSCOT NATION: Franklin County: Alder Stream Twp. Penobscot County:
T2R9 NWP (western portion), T3R9 NWP (eastern portion), T6R8 WELS (western 
portion) Argyle Township (northern portion) andT3R1 NBPP (northeastern portion). 
Piscataquis County: T6R8 NWP.The Penobscot Nation also has exclusive authority 
to regulate hunting and trapping in the Penobscot Reservation, consisting of all islands 
in the Penobscot River north of, and including, Indian Island, located near Old Town, 
Maine. Contact the Penobscot Nation, Department of Natural Resources for specific 
locations of Reservation islands.
PASSAMAQUODDYTRIBE: Franklin County: Lowelltown, T1R8 WBKP. Hancock 
County: T3&4ND. Washington County: T5ND, BPP;T19 MD, Indian Township, and 
Pleasant Point, Perry. Penobscot County: T3R9 NWP, T5R1 NBPP, TAR7 WELS. 
Somerset County: HolebT6R1 NBKP, Prentiss, T4R4 NBKP, Hammond Township, 
T3R4NBKP,AlderBrookTownship,T3R3NBKP,PittstonAcademyGrant,T2R4NBKP 
Soldiertown Township, T2R3 NBKP.
Most of these areas will be conspicuously posted as Indian Territory. Anyone 
wishing to hunt or trap on Indian territory should contact the appropriate Indian 
agency for further information.
PENOBSCOT INDIAN NATION: Department of Natural Resources, Old Town, ME 
04468; (207) 827-7776, Extension 230
PASSAMAQUODDY TRIBE: Ranger Department, Box 301, Princeton, ME 04668 
(207) 796-2677
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STATE PARKS AND HISTORIC SITES
The Maine Department of Conservation, Bureau of Parks and Lands manages 
one-half million acres of land in Maine for a mix of activities, including hunting and 
trapping, for its citizens and visitors. The safety of all visitors is of primary concern to 
the bureau. Certain heavily developed and high-use areas are closed to hunting for 
all or part of the year. At other areas, the bureau provides as many hunting and 
trapping opportunities as are reasonable and consistent with its mandates 
and visitor safety.
Hunters and trappers are asked to exercise due caution and care for the safety and 
enjoyment of other visitors when using Bureau lands by obeying posted information 
and the rules listed below.
General hunting, except where specifically prohibited, is allowed from October 1 -  
April 30. Hunting and trapping shall take place in conformity with the laws of the State 
of Maine, rules of the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, and local 
ordinances. Trapping on State park or historic site land in organized townships 
requires the written permission of the Bureau. There will be no hunting allowed on 
State park lands or restricted zone of the Allagash Wilderness Waterway, between 
May 1 and September 30.
1. Hunting is not allowed in any Memorial or Historic Site.
2. Hunting is not allowed at Andrews Beach; that portion of Bradbury Mountain State 
Park west of State Route 9; Cobscook Bay; Crescent Beach and Kettle Cove; 
Damariscotta Lake; Ferry Beach; Holbook Island Sanctuary; Nickerson Lake; Owls 
Head Light; that portion of Quoddy Head within 1,000 feet of the lighthouse; Reid; 
Sebago Lake; Shackford Head; Two Lights; and Wolfe’s Neck Woods State Parks.
3. Work areas and areas with significant public use may be posted and closed to 
hunting from time to time in the interest of public safety.
4. The discharging of any weapons from orwithin 300' of any trail, picnic area, camping 
area, campsite, parking area, building, boat launching site or other developed area 
or bridge is prohibited. Loaded weapons are not allowed on the treadway of any 
trail posted “Closed to hunting”.
5. The baiting of any animal for the purpose of hunting is not allowed.
For more information, please call (207) 287-3821 or write the Maine Bureau of Parks 
and Lands, #22 State House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333. TTY (207) 287-2213.
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PUBLIC RESERVED LANDS
Firearms — Loaded firearms are not permitted in campsites, on marked hiking 
trails, or at boat launching sites and picnic sites and shall not be discharged within 
300 feet of such areas.
Bear Hunting — A permit is required from the Maine Bureau of Parks and Lands 
to place bait on Public Reserved Land for the purpose of hunting bear.
NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGES
NOTE: On National Wildlife Refuges which permit hunting of upland game, persons 
hunting upland species other than deer and turkey with a shotgun shall possess and 
use only nontoxic shot while in the field.
More restrictive regulations may apply to National Wildlife Refuges open to public 
hunting. For additional information on federal refuge regulations, contact:
1. Moosehorn National Wildlife Refuge (Baring and Edmunds Units), RR #1, Box 202, 
Baring, ME 04694; (207) 454-7161.
2. Petit Manan National Wildlife Refuge, P.O. Box 279, Milbridge, ME 04658; 
(207) 546-2124.
3.Sunkhaze Meadows National Wildlife Refuge, 1168 Main Street, Old Town, 
ME 04468; (207) 827-6138.
4. Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge, 321 Port Road, Wells, ME 04090; 
(207) 646-9226.
5. Lake Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge, P.O. Box 240, Errol, NH 03579; 
(603) 482-3415.
WHITE MOUNTAIN NATIONAL FOREST
_________________ Oxlord County, Maine_________________
The public land within National Forests is open to hunting. Portable tree stands that 
do not damage live trees may be used. A permit is required by the White Mountain 
National Forest for the purpose of placing bear bait on National Forest lands. Please 
contact the Evans Notch Visitor Center in Bethel, Maine for further information 
(207) 824-2134.
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The Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Landowner Relations Program 
is actively working towards enhancing the relationship between landowners 
and land users. With approximately 94% of the land in Maine privately owned, 
everyone MUST respect landowners and their rights. Landowner wishes have 
to be followed by all outdoor recreation participants to help ensure 
access and use of private property in the years to come.
The Maine Legislature has enacted laws that address the concerns of landowners. 
Summarized below are several of those laws and a brief description of each. For 
further detail on these laws, consult Maine Revised Statues cited in parenthesis.
Landowner Liability (14 MRSA 3159-A)
Limited Duty. An owner, lessee, manager, holder of an easement or occupant of 
premises shall owe no duty of care to keep the premises safe for entry or use by others 
for recreational or harvesting activities or to give warning of any hazardous condition, 
use, structure or activity on these premises to persons entering for those purposes. 
This subsection applies regardless of whether permission has been given to another 
to pursue recreational or harvesting activities on the premises.
Exceptions to Limited Duty. 1) For a willful or malicious failure to guard or warn 
against a dangerous condition, use, structure or activity; and 2) when financial 
consideration is paid for the exclusive right to make use of the property for 
recreational activities.
Costs and fees. The court shall award any direct legal costs, including reasonable 
attorney’s fees, to an owner, lessee, manager, holder of an easement or occupant 
who is found not to be liable for injury to a person or property pursuant to this section.
Posting of Land (17-A MRSA. §402): Posting may be done in one of the following 
four ways:
1. Use of signs placed no further than 100 feet apart that deny access for a particular 
activity or for all activities.
2. Paint system utilizing two silver horizontal paint marks placed on trees, rocks, 
fence posts or other objects now mean access by permission only. (These objects 
must be placed no further apart than 100 feet.)
3. Landowners may post their land “in a manner reasonably likely to come to the 
attention of the intruder.”
4. Landowners may verbally or in writing convey to others to stay off their property.
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Other provisions of posting.
1. Signs or paint markings must be at all vehicular access entrances from a public way.
2. It is unlawful to post the land of another and to remove, destroy, mutilate or deface 
any signs or paint marks.
3. Trespass by a motor vehicle is a violation of the trespass law.
Damage to Another’s Property (14 MRSA. §7551-B): Any person who damages 
the property of another is liable to the owner in a civil action. Violations of this law 
will have the following results:
1. If the damage is intentional the person doing the damage is liable to the owner for 
2 times the actual damage plus additional costs which includes the attorney fees 
of the landowner;
2. If the damage is unintentional, the person doing the damage is liable to the owner 
for the amount of the actual damage plus additional costs which includes attorney 
fees of the landowner;
3. A person doing damage to property of another may also be charged criminally 
for doing the damage.
Unlawful cutting of trees (14 MRSA. § 7552. and 17 MRSA. $ 2510): It is unlawful 
for any person to intentionally, knowingly, recklessly or negligently cut down orfell any 
tree without the consent of the owner of the property on which the tree stands.
Abuse of Another Persons Property While Hunting (12 MRSA §7406. sub-S16):
It is unlawful to tear down a fence or wall, destroy any crop, leave open any bars or 
gates, or insert objects into trees on another person’s land without permission 
(see page 7 for tree stand information).
Littering: It is unlawful to dispose of litter anywhere in this state except in areas or 
receptacles designed for that purpose.
For information on other provisions of these laws, contact the Department of Inland 
Fisheries and Wildlife’s Landowner Coordinator at (207) 287-8091.
ALWAYS SEEK PERMISSION before engaging in any form of outdoor recreation 
on property which belongs to someone else.lf you know you are welcome to use 
someone’s land, don’t abuse the privilege. If you don’t know if you are welcome, 
find out. If the land is posted oryou knowyou are not welcome, find anotherlocation.
A hunting or trapping license does not give you the right— stated or implied — 
to go on another person’s land against their wishes,
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DEPARTMENT CHECK STATIONS: Our wildlife biologists collect information which 
is valuable in determining regional deer herd productivity and condition and figuring 
sex and age ratios. You will receive facts and figures from last year’s season, and the 
information you provide will be a basis for management decisions to be made next 
year. We would appreciate your participation whether you are successful or not.
VOLUNTEERS: If you’re willing to give your time and energy to help us manage 
Maine’s precious natural resources and protect our outdoor heritage, give us a call. 
We have projects that involve volunteer help. Call our volunteer coordinator at 
(207) 287-8069.
A CAUTION ON LIVER & KIDNEY CONSUMPTION:
The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife and the State Bureau of Health 
recommend that the liver and kidneys of moose not be eaten because of possible 
contamination with the heavy metalcadmium.Also.recentstudieshaveshown smaller 
amounts of cadmium in liver tissues from Maine deer, and deer, elk and antelope from 
other States. Maine health officials recommend that deer liver consumption be limited 
to 0.8 pounds in one sitting and 1 to 1-1/3 pounds per week. Human symptoms of acute 
cadmium poisoning include severe nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, muscle cramps and 
salivation. There is no known health risk from eating moose meat or deer meat.
FEDERAL AID IN WILDLIFE RESTORATION PROGRAM:
The Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act of 1937, commonly known as the 
Pittman-Robertson (PR) Act established a “User Pay/User Benefit” philosophy for 
funding State wildlife restoration and conservation efforts directed towards America’s 
wildlife resources. These funds have played a vital role in the 
management of Maine’s wildlife since they were first used in 1939 
to enhance the Department’s wildlife management capabilities.
Revenues are collected from excise taxes on firearms, ammunition, 
pistols, revolvers, bows and arrows and deposited in the Federal Aid 
in Wildlife Restoration Fund.
These funds support a wide array of projects in Maine which include: wildlife 
population assessments, long-range species management planning, development 
of management recommendations, implementation of management programs, 
acquisition and management of wildlife habitat, and hunter education.
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WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT DISTRICT MAP
This map is available in a larger format at all Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Offices, or 
check out our website at http://www.mefishwildlife.com where you’ll find individual 
district maps and a list of towns and district numbers for each town.
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Statewide Trapping Season* .........
Beaver Trapping:
Wildlife Management District 1,2,4,5
WMDs 3,6,9,10,11 ..........................
WMDs 7,8,13,14 ..........................
WMDs 12,15,16,17,23 .................
WMDs 18,19,28,29 ..........................
WMDs 25,26,27,30 ..........................
WMDs 20,21,22,24 ..........................
Bear Trapping ..................................
Early Fox and Coyote Trapping.........
Early Muskrat Trapping:
WMDs 1,2,3,4,5,6,9,10,11 only.........
November 2 -  December 31
___ November 1 -  April 30
___  December 1 -  April 30
December 1 -  March 31 
December 1 -  February 28
___  December 1 -A p ril 15
December 15 -  February 28 
January 1 -  February 28 
September 1 -  October 31 
October 19 -  November 1
October 26 -  November 1
* Bobcat, coyote, fisher, fox, marten, mink, muskrat, opossum, otter, 
raccoon, red squirrel, skunk, weasel. See exceptions for muskrat in 
Sections 13 and 15 below.
1. What’s a trap? A trap is any device which is made to catch animals. There are 
many types of traps, but those which you are allowed to use to trap wild animals in 
Maine (under the rules explained in the following pages) are:
a. ordinary foothold traps (including those manufactured with padded jaws);
b. duffer-type foothold traps designed primarily for taking raccoons (also called 
egg traps, coon cuffs, bandit busters, etcetera);
c. killer-type traps of the body-gripping variety;
d. cage-type live traps;
e. colony traps; and
f. snares.
2. What’s trapping? Trapping is the setting or tending of traps. You are considered 
to be trapping if you do any of the following things:
a. set one or more traps anywhere in the fields, forests or waters of the State;
b. tend or visit a trap which has been set in the fields, forests or waters of the State;
c. kill an animal which is being held in a trap;
d. remove an animal from a trap; or
e. assist another person in doing any of these things.
DISTURBING TRAPS. You are not allowed to take or disturb any trap, or 
any animal which is caught in a trap, without permission from the owner 
of the trap. If you are convicted of disturbing traps, in addition to any 
fine or jail time you receive, you will lose all your trapping, hunting and 
fishing privileges for at least three years.
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3. Who needs a trapping license? Except for certain landowners and children, 
everyone (including animal damage control agents and animal control officers 
appointed pursuant to Title 7) must have the appropriate trapping license before 
going out to trap for wild animals or before going out to help another person who 
is trapping. (An unlicensed person may accompany a trapper only as an observer.)
4. Which trapping license do I need?
a. If you are a Maine resident under 10 years old, you may trap without a license.
b. If you are a Maine resident who is at least 10 but less than 16 years old, you must 
have a junior trapping license (see resident landowner below). (Note: A junior 
trapping license issued to a 15 year old is good for the entire year regardless of 
when the person turns 16).
c. If you are a Maine resident who is 16 or more years old, you must have a 
resident trapping license (see resident landowner below).
d. Resident landowners, and immediate family members, as long as their license 
to trap is not under revocation or suspension, may trap (except for beaver) without 
a license on their own land IF they actually live on that land AND the land is used 
only for agricultural purposes. (If you trap for beaver, you must have a trapping 
license.)
e. If you are a non-resident, regardless of age, you must have a non-resident 
trapping license.(Note: Non-residents are not allowed to trap for beaver.)
f. If you are a nonresident who is not a citizen of the United States (non-resident 
alien), you are not allowed to trap in Maine.
(Note: Any licensed trapper is eligible for a free annual permit from the Depart­
ment to take up to 20 pounds of eels, by eel pots or hook and line only, for 
the purpose of baiting traps.)
5. How much does a trapping license cost?
a. A resident junior license is $7.00.
b. A resident license is $33.00.*
c. A nonresident license is $308.00.
(‘ Note: Residents who have reached their 70th birthday, resident disabled veterans
and Maine Indians [see page 14] are eligible for a free license.)
6. Where can I get a trapping license? Currently all trapping licenses are issued 
from the Inland Fisheries & Wildlife Office in Augusta. (Renewal forms are mailed 
annually to trappers who had a license the previous year.)
7. How long does a trapping license remain valid? A trapping license remains valid 
from July 1st through June 30th of the following year.
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8. Do I need to take a trapper education course? When you apply for any Maine 
trapping license (except a junior license), you must show proof of having 
successfully completed a state-approved trapper education course OR show proof 
of having held an adult trapping license (in Maine or in some other state, province 
or country) at some time since 1978.
9. Are young people allowed to go trapping by themselves? A person less than 
10 years old may go trapping only if accompanied at all times by a parent or an 
adult who is at least 18 years old. A person who is at least 10 but less than 16 years 
old must also be accompanied by an adult UNLESS they have successfully 
completed a state-approved trapper education course.
10. What animals am I allowed to trap? Maine has an open trapping season for the 
following species of furbearing animals:
Beaver Fisher Mink Otter Skunk
Bobcat Fox Muskrat Raccoon Weasel
Coyote Marten Opossum Red Squirrel
(Note: There is also a trapping season for black bear. However, the black bear is not 
considered a furbearing animal, so the bear trapping rules will be explained 
separately.)
Except as explained in animal damage control laws, you are never allowed to 
trap for any species of wild bird, and you are never allowed to trap for any 
species of wild animal which does not have an open trapping season.
11. When does the trapping season open? The general trapping season for
bobcat, coyote, fisher, fox, marten, mink, muskrat, opossum, otter, raccoon, red 
squirrel, skunk and weasel opens on Sunday, November 3,2002, and closes on 
December 31,2002.
12. What about beaver trapping season? Beaver trapping takes place from 
November through April, but the beaver trapping season opens and closes at 
different times in different parts of the State. Seasons are set by Wildlife 
Management District (WMD), and some towns in each WMD are usually closed. 
New beaver trapping rules are adopted each fall, and copies of these rules are sent 
to all licensed Maine trappers by mid-October. Non-residents are not allowed to trap 
for beaver.
13. Am I allowed to trap for muskrats while I’m beaver trapping? After the end 
of the general trapping season, you are allowed to continue to trap for muskrats in 
any area of the State which is open to beaver trapping.
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14. What if I catch an otter in my beaver (or muskrat) traps? Although you are 
not allowed to trap for otter after the general trapping season closes, you are 
allowed to keep an otter if you catch one by accident during the beaver trapping 
season.
15. Are there “special” trapping seasons for any furbearing animals? There is 
an early statewide fox and coyote trapping season prior to the regular trapping 
season, and there is an early muskrat trapping season in Wildlife Management 
Districts 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,9 ,10 , and 11 prior to the regular trapping season. Details 
about these two early seasons will be explained later.
16. Am i allowed to put out bait or prepare sets before the trapping season 
begins? Except for beaver and muskrat, you are allowed to go out before the 
season starts and make preparations in the area you plan to trap; however, you 
are never allowed to fasten a trap (set or unset) at any trap site location before 
opening day. You are not allowed to make any advance preparations for trapping 
beaver and muskrat. You may not use meat or fish as bait in trapping for beaver.
17. What does “advance preparation” include? Advance preparation includes:
a. the preparation of the site where your trap will eventually be set; and
b. the placement of trapping implements (such as drowning devices) or 
associated materials (such as trap stakes or guide sticks) IN the water or 
ON the ice of any wetland.
18. Is there a season limit on any species of furbearing animal? The only 
furbearing animal which has a season limit is marten. You are not allowed to take 
or possess more than 25 marten during the trapping season. (See special 
tagging requirements for marten.)
19. When and where am I allowed to set the different types of traps? As already 
mentioned, you are allowed to use ordinary foothold traps, specialized duffer-type 
foothold traps, body gripping killer-type traps, cage-type live traps, colony traps 
and snares, but you must obey the following rules:
a. Foothold traps. Ordinary foothold traps may be used to trap for all legal 
species of furbearing animal, except that;
1. foothold traps with auxiliary teeth added to the jaws may not be used any 
where in the State unless they are covered by water at all times (auxiliary 
teeth are teeth which were not built into the trap at the time it was 
manufactured), and
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2. foothold traps manufactured with teeth may not be used in Wildlife 
Management Districts 12,15,16,17 ,20 ,21 ,22 ,23 ,24 ,25 , and 26 prior to 
the start of the firearm season on deer unless they are covered by water 
at all times.
b. Duffertypetraps. Duffer-type foothold traps (also called egg traps, coon cuffs, 
bandit busters, etc.) that are designed primarily to catch raccoons and avoid 
incidental catches of other animals may be used throughout the trapping 
season.
c. Killer-type (body-gripping) traps. Killer-type traps may be used to trap for 
all legal species of furbearing animal, but the size of the traps (jaw spread) 
determines where you are allowed to set them:
1. Killer-type traps with a jaw spread of 5 inches or less are the only killer-type 
traps which you are allowed to set at ground or snow level. (They may also 
be set above ground level or under water.)
2. Killer-type traps with a jaw spread from 5 to 8 inches may be used only if 
they are set completely underwater or at least 4 feet above the ground or 
snow.
3. Killer-type traps with a jaw spread greater than 8 inches may be used only 
during the beaver trapping season and must be set completely underwater.
d. Cage-type live traps. Cage-type live traps may be used to trap for all legal 
species of furbearing animal (and bears, as explained later).
e. Colony traps. Colony traps may be used to trap for furbearing animals 
throughout the trapping season, except that:
1. the outside dimensions of colony traps may not exceed 7 inches high by 
7 inches wide by 40 inches long, and
2. all colony traps must be set so as to remain completely under water at 
all times.
f. Snares. Snares may be used only in the following situations:
1. snares may be used to trap for beaver, but they must be set completely 
underwater,
2. snares may sometimes be used to trap for coyotes for purposes of animal 
damage control (contact the Department for more information), and
3. foot snares (cable traps) may be used only to trap for bear as explained later.
20. Am I allowed to set traps in the built-up section of a town? Unless you are 
on your own land, the only trapping you are allowed to do within V2 mile of the 
built-up section of a city or town is with the use of cage-type live traps and 
drowning sets.
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21. What’s a drowning set? A drowning set is a trap that is set completely under 
water and rigged in such a way as to reasonably ensure the drowning of any 
species of trapped furbearer that would reasonably be expected to visit the set 
location and be held in the type of trap used at the set. (Note: You are allowed 
to trap in shallow water where a trapped animal is not likely to drown, but traps 
set in this manner are not considered to be drowning sets and are not allowed 
within Vz mile of the built up section of a city or town.)
22. Do I need permission to trap on land I don’t own? You are strongly encouraged 
to seek landowner permission before going on someone else’s land for any 
purpose. The trapping laws, with some exceptions, require that you have prior 
written permission from the landowner before setting traps:
1. anywhere in an organized town,
2. within 200 yards of any occupied dwelling, and
3. on cultivated or pasture land in an unorganized township if 
someone is living there.
Landowner permission is not required when trapping for beaver that can be 
legally accessed via water. A new law has also eliminated the written landowner 
permission requirements:
1. when trapping with the use of drowning sets on state-owned land and 
on public rights of way, and
2. when trapping with the use of drowning sets along navigable rivers and 
streams on privately owned land as long as the traps are set at least 
200 yards away from any occupied dwelling.
(*Note: Although you are not always required to obtain written landowner permission 
before setting traps, you are never allowed to set traps on privately owned land if the 
landowner has asked you not to trap there, either by a conspicuously posted sign or 
by word of mouth.)
When trapping on someone else’s land, there are certain things you are never 
allowed to do unless the landowner has given you specific permission to do so:
a. You are never allowed to tear down or destroy a fence or wall.
b. You are never allowed to leave open a gate or bar way.
c. You are never allowed to trample or destroy crops.
d. You are never allowed to cut trees or remove branches from trees.
23. What are the rules about trapping around muskrat houses, beaver houses 
and beaver dams? You are not allowed to destroy or damage a muskrat house 
or den, a beaver house or a beaver dam. You are not allowed to set a trap within 
10 feet of a muskrat house, a muskrat den, or a beaver house, and you are not 
allowed to set a trap within 5 feet of a beaver dam.
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24. How do I know if a hole in the bank of a lake or stream is the entrance to 
a muskrat den or beaver house? For enforcement purposes, the Department 
uses the following definitions in deciding if a hole in the bank is part of a muskrat 
den or beaver house:
a. Muskrat den: A muskrat den is any cavity which is capped by muskrats with 
vegetative matter, including but not limited to hollow stumps and bank cavities. 
Holes in the bank not capped with vegetative matter are not considered to be 
muskrat dens.
b. Beaver house: The term beaver house includes any cavity in the bank which 
is capped by beaver with mud and sticks. Holes in the bank not capped with 
mud and sticks are not considered to be beaver houses.
25. Am I allowed to set traps on an abandoned beaver dam which no longer 
holds back water? You are never allowed to set a trap within 5 feet of any 
dam constructed by beaver, regardless of the dam’s condition.
26. Am I required to set my traps a certain distance away from another person’s
traps?Youarerequiredtosetyourtrapsatleast4feetawayfromanotherperson’s 
beaver traps; however, as a matter of common courtesy you should always set 
your traps a reasonable distance away from any trap which has been set by 
someone else.
27. How do I know if my traps are set the required distance away from a muskrat 
house or den, a beaver house or another person’s beaver traps? If there is 
any question, you should always measure the distance to your trap using the 
following guidelines:
a. Beaver and muskrat houses should be measured from where the nearest 
edge of the house meets the water or ice. If the house or den is a capped cavity 
in the bank, the measurement should be made from where the nearest edge 
of the cap meets the ground, water or ice.
b. Beaver dams should be measured from where the nearest edge of the dam 
meets the ground, water or ice.
c. All measurements should be made from the trap itself. Sticks and poles used 
to construct the set or to secure the trap are not considered part of the trap.
28. Do my traps need to be marked or identified in any way? Each trap you set 
must be clearly labeled with yourfull name and address. (Note:The recommended 
method for labeling traps is to attach to each trap chain with a piece of wire 
a small metal tag preprinted with your name and address.)
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29. When trapping beaver (or other animals) under the ice, am I required to 
display my name and address above the ice on the pole to which my trap 
is attached? The law only requires that you label each trap with your name and 
address. However, most trappers label both their trap and the pole to which their 
trap is fastened. This eliminates the need for a warden to chop out or otherwise 
disturb the set in order to identify the trapper. (It is a Department policy that if the 
trapper’s name and address are displayed on the trap pole above the ice, the 
warden will not chop out the set to check the trap for a label.)
30. I trap with a partner, and we use each other’s traps. Do the traps need to have 
both names on them? The purpose of the trap labeling law is to make sure that 
the trapper can be located if there’s a problem. Therefore, if two people are 
trapping together, it is not necessary to have the name and address of both 
trappers on each trap.
31. How often do I need to tend (visit or check) my traps?That depends on where 
you trap and what types of traps you use. Under ice drowning sets for beaver and 
muskrat have no specific tending requirements. All other traps must be tended, 
as follows:
a. in organized towns;
1. killer-type traps must be tended at least once every three days, and
2. all other traps must be tended each day.
b. ln unorganized towns;
1. killer-type traps or drowning sets must be tended at least 
once every five days, and
2. all other traps must be tended each day (including all foothold traps 
placed in the water at non-drowning sets).
32. Am I allowed to have someone else tend my traps for me? If you are unable 
to tend yourtraps, you are allowed to give permission to another licensed trapper 
to tend your traps for you.
33. Am I allowed to carry a firearm while tending my traps? Any licensed trapper 
is allowed to carry a firearm at any time while tending traps (including nights and 
Sundays) for the sole purpose of dispatching trapped animals. (Note: If you have 
a hunting license, you are also allowed to use this firearm for legal hunting 
purposes.)
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34. Am I allowed to hunt for furbearing animals with my firearm? You may use
a firearm or bow and arrow to hunt for bobcat, coyote, fox, opossum, raccoon, 
red squirrel and skunk during the open hunting season on these animals (see 
hunting rules). You are not allowed to hunt for beaver, fisher, marten, mink, 
muskrat, otter or weasel at any time.
35. What do I do when I catch an animal in one of my traps? Any animal you find 
in one of your traps must be removed. If the animal is alive, it may either be 
released or humanely dispatched. You are not allowed to keep a trapped animal 
alive unless you also have a license to possess captive wildlife. (Contact the 
Department for more information about captive wildlife.)
36. What if I catch an animal that I’m not allowed to keep? If you catch an animal 
at a time when you are not allowed to trap for that species, you must immediately 
release the animal alive. If the animal is found dead in the trap, you must report 
the incident to a game warden as soon as possible and turn the animal over 
to the Department.
37. What are the details about the early fox and coyote trapping season and the 
early muskrat trapping season? During the seasons explained below, there are 
rules, in addition to the general trapping rules, which you must follow. Failure to 
follow these rules could result in the loss of your trapping license.
Early Fox and Coyote Trapping Season
Opens Sunday, October 19,2003, and closes Saturday, November 1,2003
a. You must set all traps at or below ground level.
b. You are not allowed to use killer-type traps.
c. You are not allowed to set traps in the water.
d. You are not allowed to use any exposed bait or visible attractor.
e. You are allowed to keep any incidental opossum, raccoon or skunk which you 
catch in your fox and coyote traps. Any other furbearing animal caught 
incidentally in your fox and coyote traps must be immediately released alive, 
or, if found dead, must be left there in the trap and be reported to a game 
warden as soon as possible.
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Early Muskrat Happing Season
Wildlife Management Districts 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,9 ,1 0 ,1 1  only 
Opens Sunday, October 26,2003, and closes Saturday, November 1,2003
a. You must set ail traps at or below ground or water level. (Note: for enforcement 
purposes, traps will be considered set “at or below ground or water level” 
when set on objects which muskrats frequently visit, such as floating logs, logs 
extending from the water onto the bank and tree stumps located in or near 
the water.)
b. The only traps you are allowed to use are foothold traps not larger than size 
number killer-type traps with a jaw spread of not more than 5 inches 
and colony traps (colony trap restrictions explained on page 40).
c. You are not allowed to use any exposed bait or visible attractor.
d. You are allowed to keep any incidental mink or raccoon which you catch in 
your muskrat traps. Any other furbearing animal caught incidentally in your 
muskrat traps must be immediately released alive, or, if found dead, must be 
left there in the trap and be reported to a game warden as soon as possible.
38. Do the furbearing animals which I take by trapping or hunting need to be 
tagged? The skins of all beaver, bobcat, coyote, fisher, fox, marten, mink and 
otter must be tagged within 10 days after the end of the season on each species. 
There is a 25 cent tagging fee for each skin. (Note: The skins of all bobcats taken 
by hunting must be tagged within 72 hours from the time they were taken.) Tags 
must be attached to the skins of these furbearing animals before you are allowed 
to sell them, give them away, send them anywhere ortake them anywhere. Skins 
of other furbearing animals (muskrat, opossum, raccoon, red squirrel, skunk and 
weasel) do not need to be tagged.
39. If the beaver trapping season closes at different times in different districts, 
do some beaver skins have to be tagged sooner than others? All beaver 
must be tagged within 10 days of the final closing date on beaver. If beaver are 
allowed to be trapped in some districts until April 30th, all beaver skins 
(regardless of where they were taken) must be tagged by May 10th.
40. Whatarethespecialtaggingrequirementsformarten?Whenyouobtainyour
trapping license you will be given 25 temporary marten tags. One of these tags 
must be immediately attached to each marten at the time you remove the animal 
from your trap. This temporary tag allows you to keep the marten until you are 
able to have it officially tagged by the Department. Trappers who are not required 
by law to have a trapping license (residents under 10 years of age and residents 
trapping on their own land) may use, in lieu of the official temporary tag, a 
substitute tag (string tag) on which the name and address of the individual has 
been clearly written in ink.
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41. What if I bring the skins of furbearing animals into Maine from another state 
or province? The skins of furbearing animals taken in another state or province 
must be tagged in that state or province before being brought into Maine. If that 
state or province has no tagging requirements, you must have the skins tagged 
in this State. (The tagging of imported fur applies only to those eight species for 
which Maine requires tagging.) (Note: Skins imported by taxidermists solely 
for taxidermy purposes do not require tagging.)
42. Am I allowed to have a skin tagged before removing it from the carcass?
Yes, you may have a skin tagged while it’s still attached to the carcass, but you 
may find it more difficult to properly prepare the skin if it has already been tagged.
43. What about tagging frozen skins? If a skin will be frozen at the time it is 
presented for tagging (even if it hasn’t been removed from the carcass), you 
should insert a popsicle stick, tongue depressor, or similar object from the mouth 
hole through one of the eye holes before you freeze it. Removal of the stick at the 
time of tagging allows the tag to be inserted in the skin without thawing it out. 
Tagging agents may refuse to tag frozen skins which have not been prepared in 
this manner.
44. Where do I get my furs tagged? Except for bobcat and otter, you can get your 
furs tagged at one of the many fur tagging stations which are located throughout 
the state.You can find outthe location of afurtagging station in your area by calling 
the nearest Warden Headquarters. (Numbers are listed on page 2.) In addition 
tofurtagging stations, furs may be tagged at any regional office of the Department 
and, through prior arrangement, by any Department game warden or wildlife 
biologist. Bobcat and otter must be tagged by Department personnel.
45. What if I want to take or ship my furs out of the State? If your furs have been 
properly tagged, you are allowed by Maine law to take or ship your furs out of the 
State, but Federal Law requires an export permit for black bear, bobcat, otter and 
ermine (weasel) before these animals may be transported outside the United 
States. For information and permit applications please contact the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, Office of Management Authority, Room420C,4401 North Fairfax 
Drive, Arlington, Virginia 22203. (703) 358-2104.
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BEAR TRAPPING
There is an open season on trapping bear from September 1 thru October 31 
annually. You are allowed to take only one black bear a year, either by trapping 
or hunting.
If you trap for black bear you are required to follow the same general rules 
that apply to the labeling of traps, the tending of traps and the need to obtain 
landowner permission. If you catch a bear, you are required to follow the same 
transportation and registration rules as apply to bear which have been taken 
by hunting (see pages 19 -  20). In addition, you are required to follow other rules 
which apply specifically to bear trapping, as follows:
a. You are not allowed to have more than 2 traps set for bear at any time.
b. The only types of traps you are allowed to use when trapping for bear are 
the ordinary foothold trap, cable trap (foot snare), and cage type live trap.
c. If you use an ordinary foothold trap or caae-tvpe live trap, you must 
enclose the trap, as follows:
1. the trap must be enclosed by at least 2 strands of wire, one strand 2 feet 
from the ground and one strand 4 feet from the ground;
2. the wire must be held securely in position;
3. the wire must always be at least 5 yards but not more than 10 yards from 
the trap;
4. the enclosure must be plainly marked with signs that say “BEAR TRAP” 
in letters not less than 3 inches high; and
5. the signs must be securely fastened to the top strand of wire and be 
spaced around the entire enclosure not more than 20 feet apart.
d. If you use a cable trap, the trap must have a closing diameter of not less 
than 2 Vi inches.
e. Whenever cable traps (foot snares) or foothold traps are used to trap for 
bear, each trap must be set at or below ground level in such a manner as 
to catch the animal only by the foot or leg.
f. All bear traps must be tended at least once each day.
g. You are not allowed to catch a bear in a trap and allow another person to 
kill or register the bear.
h. You are not allowed to continue to trap for bear after you have already 
killed or registered one.
i. Bears caught in traps must be killed or released and not moved away from 
the catch site. A bear caught in a trap may not be used in conjunction with 
a hunt or to train a dog for bear hunting.
j. The same rules apply to hunting and trapping for bear with the use of bait. 
(See page 19 for rules about the use of bear baits.)
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TARGET IDENTIFICATION WHILE HUNTING
This is a summary of 12 MRSA § 7406-A.
While hunting, a hunter may not shoot at a target without being certain that it is the
wild animal or wild bird sought. A reasonable and prudent hunter:
• Bears the risk of loss of legitimate prey to avoid the risk of the destruction of human 
life; neither disregards the risk of causing the death of another human being nor 
fails to be aware of that risk as a consequence of misidentification; and never bases 
identification upon sound alone or even upon sound in combination with what 
appears to be an appendage of the wild animal or wild bird sought.
• Bases identification upon obtaining an essentially unobstructed view of the head 
and torso of the potential target.
• Recognizes that these sound and sight target-determining factors are affected by 
a number of other considerations, including, but not limited to the distance to the 
target,surroundingorinterveningterrain and cover, lighting and weatherconditions, 
the hunter’s own ability to hear and see, the hunters own experience and the 
proximity of other persons in the hunter’s immediate vicinity.
REPORTING ACCIDENTS AND AIDING VICTIMS
Any person who knows or has reason to believe that they have inflicted injury to 
anotherperson by the use offirearmsorbow and arrow is required to make themselves 
known to the victim and render such first aid and assistance as they are capable of 
under the circumstances. The incident must be reported by the quickest means, to a 
game warden or other law enforcement officer.
BIG BUCK CLUB
Maine has a club for deer hunters called “The Biggest Bucks in Maine Club”, which 
is sponsored by The Maine Sportsman (PO Box 910, Yarmouth, ME 04096).To qualify, 
a hunter must shoot a buck weighing at least 200 pounds (field dressed). Application 
blanks are available from Department wardens and biologists or by callingThe Maine 
Sportsman at 1-800-698-9501.
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COMMERCIAL SHOOTING AREA
A person may not charge any fee for access to land if the fee is contingent upon the taking 
of game on that land or directly related to the taking of game on the land unless the land 
is an authorized commercial shooting area licensed as follows: The Commissioner may 
issue licenses for the establishment and operation of commercial shooting areas, 
authorizing the owner of a commercial shooting area to charge others for the opportunity 
to hunt mallard ducks, pheasants, quail, Chukar partridge, and Hungarian partridge in that 
area. (12 MRSA section 7105-A)
The operator of a commercial shooting area may authorize a person to hunt other wild 
birds or wild animals in a commercial shooting area during the regular open season on 
those species, in accordance with the provisions of Chapters 701 to 721, as long as the 
person possesses a valid state hunting license that allows the hunting of those wild 
birds and wild animals.
The operator of the commercial shooting area shall provide to each person taking birds 
in that area a receipted invoice or bill of sale for possession and transportation of those 
birds.
Enforcement: Enforcement of the trespass laws of a commercial shooting area 
is the responsibility of the owner and may not in any manner be considered an obligation 
of the Department.
Commercial Shooting Areas:
Hunting on commercial shooting areas is governed by the license provisions of Section 
7105-A. For a complete copy of this law, and to obtain a list of commercial shooting areas, 
call the Information Center at 287-8000.
SKULL & ANTLER TROPHY CLUB
Any hunter who takes a trophy deer, bear or moose may wish to obtain information 
concerning The Maine Skull and Antler Trophy Club. Contact Richard P. Arsenault, 
The Maine Skull & Antler Club, 323 Turkey Lane, Buxton, ME 04093.
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ATTENTION OUTDOOR SPORTSPEOPLE
Do you need to take an outdoor safety course to obtain your license for firearms, 
archery or trapping? Maine law requires completion to obtain your adult license 
unless you have previously done so or have held an adult license.
These courses are made available in your area by VOLUNTEER INSTRUCTORS 
certified by the Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife. Pre-registration is requested 
and/or required. Courses will include 6 to 12 hours of instruction dependent on the 
subject. Sponsors include school districts, sports clubs, civic groups, and others. 
Courses will be scheduled based on instructor availability.
For information on becoming a Volunteer Instructor, contact the Regional Safety 
Coordinator below or the Recreational Safety Division Office at (207) 287-5220
For course listings visit our website at http://www.mefishwildlife.com
COORDINATOR COUNTY
Reggie Read, Phippsburg 
(207)442-8421
Lincoln/Sagadahoc
Vacant Kennebec/ 
Southern Somerset
Clifford Caldwell, Presque Isle 
(207) 764-6970 Home 
(207) 498-6518 Work
Northern Aroostook
Ed Davis, Orland 
(207) 469-7918
Knox/Waldo/Hancock (Assist)
Perry Edwards, South Paris 
(207) 743-5371
Oxford/Franklin
Louis Haskell, Oxford 
(207) 655-7757
Androscoggin/Cumberland
Harland Hitchings, Princeton 
(207) 796-2282
Washington/Hancock
Bruce Martin, Biddeford 
(207) 284-4692
York
Woody Thompson, Guilford 
(207) 876-3497
Penobscot/Piscataquis/ 
Northern Somerset
Richard Tidd, Houlton 
(207) 532-5658
Southern Aroostook/ 
Northern Penobscot
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TAXIDERMY TIPS ON FIELD CARE
Hunting and fishing season are upon us and we are all hoping to harvest the trophy 
of a lifetime. For many of you this will lead you to a taxidermist to preserve that trophy 
forever. The stepsyoutakeafterthekill willderterminethequalityofthefinished mount. 
The following tips should help you to avoid any problems when you arrive at the 
taxidermist with your trophy.
Large & Small Mammals
The most important thing to remember is to cool down the carcass as soon as 
possible. This is of great importance during hearly bow season and bear season. 
Excess exposure to heat can cause irreversible damage. Once this happens, there 
is nothing even the most experienced taxidermist can do. Upon killing the animal, field 
dress it in the usual manner. Do not cut the throat and do not split the brisket past the 
armpit area. Small mammals should not be field dressed. They can be bagged and 
frozen at this point. On large mammals, if you are considering a full mount, remove 
the viscera only and leave all other body parts intact.
You must be careful dragging your animal out of the woods. The hair is easily 
damaged. The best way to remove them is to wrap them in a tarp before dragging or 
remove them with an all terrain vehicle. When you get home, wipe off any excess blood 
and dirt. A quick rinse with cold water is okay, but don’t soak the animal.
When you arrive at the butcher’s, inform them that you want to mount the animal. 
The carcass should be kept in a cooler and processed in two or three days of the 
harvest date. Even if temperatures are near freezing, you should not let the carcass 
hang more than a few days.
Many butchers prefer to split deer and moose capes up the back of the neck. It is 
best not to do this as it is often improperly done and results in additional repair costs 
later. The skin should be rolled down the neck during skinning until you reach the 
skull neck junction. The head is then severed, taking care not to cut the hide. If you 
cannot get to a taxidermist immediately, double bag, removing as much air as 
possible, and freeze.
Birds
The most important step to having a beautiful mount begins the moment you shoot 
your bird. Birds must be handled carefully; the feathers can be damaged very easily. 
If you are hunting with a dog, take the bird away from them immediately. Once you 
have the bird in hand, remove any excess blood and debris.
Do not field dress the bird. The best way to protect your birds is to slip them into a 
pair of pantyhose or a sock. This will hold the feathers tightly against the body, 
preventing damage. If this is not possible, they can be wrapped in a shirt or slipped 
carefully into a pocket. With pheasants, grouse, and turkeys, take care not to damage 
or bend the tail feathers, and as with any specimen, they can be placed in a bag. Seal 
the bagfirst, removing as much airas possible.The birdcan then be put on ice orfrozen 
in a freezer. A properly packaged bird can remain frozen for as much as a year with 
no ill effects.
MAINE 
RESIDENT 
LIFETIME 
LICENSE
Pass on a M aine Tradition and a  
gift th a t w ill last a lifetime!
Your investment in a lifetime license for yourself or as a gift will 
allow the bearer to fish and/or hunt for their entire life, regardless of 
any future change in residency. The revenues generated by the sale 
of these licenses will be deposited in a special trust fund that will 
provide long-term financial support for Maine's fish and wildlife.
COST OF THE LICENSE FOR RESIDENTS:
Age Group Fishing Hunting Archery Trapping
Combination Combination 
of any two * ofany three*
5 yrs&  under $150 $150 $150 $150 $250 $400
6 - 1 5  yrs $300 $300 $300 $300 $500 $800
65 year of age $50 $50 $50 $50 $80 $110
66 year of age $40 $40 $40 $40 $64 $94
67 year of age $30 $30 $30 $30 $48 $78
68 year of age $20 $20 $20 $20 $32 $52
69 year of age $10 $10 $10 $10 $16 $26
'H u n tm g, F ish in g , A rchery
Applicants 70 years of age: For a one-time fee of $8, a Senior Lifetime License entitles 
the holder to all hunting trapping andfishing privileges including all necessary 
permits (does not include antlerless deer, moose, turkey and bear permits).
Maine prides itself on our rich outdoor heritage.
For more information about our Lifetime License program 
we urge you to call (207) 287-8000.
WE AT THE DEPARTMENT OF INLAND FISHERIES & WILDLIFE take a leading role 
in making Maine’s outdoor future a bright one. Part of our job is to provide useful 
information to Maine’s citizens and visitors, to better enable them to access and enjoy 
the numerous activities available in our woods and on our waters.
That’s why we developed the Outdoor Partners Program, operated by the Maine Warden 
Service. Look for us at outdoor events, fairs, and festivals or along a highway near you. 
Whether you hunt or fish, watch wildlife, boat, snowmobile or just enjoy being outdoors 
in Maine, take a moment to check us out. Your game wardens will have plenty of 
information, maps, brochures, and guides to help you get about, and perhaps a hot cup 
of coffee if it’s chilly, or a refreshing drink of water if you’re thirsty.
Enjoy the outdoors safely. Treat the land, water, and wildlife resources like it’s your 
own backyard. Working together through knowledge and understanding, we’ll be able 
to preserve what we have for generations to come.
TROUT
UNLIMITKD
LLBeari
The Outdoor Partners program greatly appreciates support from 
Poland Spring Natural Spring Water, L.L. Bean and Trout Unlimited.
CarmgforMaine's OutdoorFuhnv
umrmaiiiefhfntildlife.coTn
The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife 
encourages all landusers to voluntarily seek permission *• 
when possible prior to hunting, fishing, or trapping.
In turn, the Landowner Relations Program would ask all 
landowners to consider using the courtesy card system. 
Landuser's respect for the property rights of the landowner 
will lead to positive and cooperative relations —  and a positive, 
productive experience. It's not only courtesy —  
it's the rig h t th ing  to do.
For more information, call Chris Simmons at (207) 287-8091 
or logon to www.mefishwildlife.com
W ecaU rt MRP o r M u liR ack P la tfo rm ” y o u ll c a ll it  the b est th in g  th a t ever happened to  an ATV A rctic  C at's  re vo lu tio n a ry new  5 0 0  a n d 4 0 0  M RP 4X4 A utom atics 
are  g o in g  to  change th e  w ay peop le  use ATVs forever. Say goodbye to  b o lt-on  accessories a n d  m ilk  cra te  s to rage boxes Instead  Arcbc C at's MRPs 
fe a tu re  innovative  open channe l ra ils  fro n t an d  bade A w ide  assortm ent o f u se fu l ‘s lid e  in ' a ttachm ents conned  ju s t lik e  the  ARCTIC CAT 
rec& ver h itch  on a tn rck It's  th a t easy. M ix an d  m atch fo r b o th  w ork o r p lay, now  the re 's m ore  than one w ay to  skin an  A rc tic  C at m o r e  TO GO ON:
B R A N C H I N G  a  C O N S T R U C T IO N  W A T E R F O W L  a  f i s h i n g
Lebanon
TORNO'S WORLD CLASS 
MOTORCYCLES, INC.
451 CARL BROGG HIGHWAY 
207-457-2225
Sidney
KRAMER’S, INC 
2400 WEST RIVER RD. 
207-547-3345
Skowhegan 
WHITTEMORE & SONS 
RT. 201, BOX 218 
207-474-2591
Belfast
RICKY CRAVEN MOTORSPORTS 
18 SEARSPORT AVENUE 
207-338-0700
Limerick
ALPHA SPORTS CENTER 
77 SOKOKIS TRAIL SO. 
1-800-765-8729
Caribou
PLOURDE 6 PLOURDE, INC. 
11LAURETTE STREET 
207-496-3211
Oakland
MID-MAINE MARINE 6 RV, INC 
885 KENNEDY MEMORIAL CIR. 
1-800649-2628 
FAX: 207-465-2866
Jackman
JACKMAN POWERSPORTS 
549 MAIN STREET 
207668-4442
A R O K C A T
MORE TO GO ON.'
treadBgfittyT -Offer valid on new 2001,2002 and 2003 Arctic Cat ATVs, excluding the Arctic Cat SBS1000 and 90 automatic. Offer valid 7/1/02 • 12/31/02 at participating U S. dealers. Finance offer based 
on customer credit worthiness See dealer for details Excluding tax. freight, and dealer set-up. Winch installation not included. ATVs can be hazardous to operate. For your safety always 
wear a helmet, eye protection, and protective clothing. Never ride on paved surfaces or public roads. Never carry passengers; never engage in stunt driving; riding and 
alcohoi/drugs don't mix and could cause injury or even death Avoid excessive speeds and be particularly careful on difficult terrain The Arctic Cat ATV may not bo ridden by anyone under 16 year* of 
age. Arctic Cat recommends that ait riders take a training course, and that they read and understand their owner's manual before operation. For safety or training Information in the U S., call the ATV Safety 
Institute at (800) 887-2887 Along with concerned conservationists everywhere, Arctic Cat urges you to “Tread Lightly* on public and private land Preserve your future rkSng opportunities by showing respect 
for the environment, local laws, and the rights of others when you ride. NASCAR* is a registered trademark of the National Association of the Stock Car Auto Racing, Inc. www nascar com *2002 Arctic Cat 
Sales Inc.. •Trademarks of Arctic Cat Inc , Thief River Falls, MN 56701 (218) 681 -4999. Warn* is a registered trademark of Warn Industries. Arctic ■ rj  W fIJ fl Arcbc Cat ATVs. Giving NASCAR*
Cat ATVs are world-class products from Arctic Cat Inc. ■< *  fans More To Go On."
H ow  can they pack this much 
p ow er and zo om  into binoculars this small?
The Z-40 Binocular has plenty of power and zoom, all in a compact size that makes them 
easy to toss into any pack on your next outing.
D on't worry about optics that weigh you down, or take up too much space.
Weighing in at only 9.9 ounces, you'll always 
want to throw the Z-40 compact binocular in 
your pack when you head out into nature.
Some zoom binoculars of this power range 
on the market today are bulky, heavy, full-sized 
binoculars that are difficult to carry around and 
handle. The Z-40 binocular, however, is extremely 
lightweight and portable. It fits comfortably in 
any pocketbook, backpack or coat pocket and is the perfect 
companion for any occasion. Bring it along to sporting events, 
concerts or nature walks. Only 4',x3" in size, this binocular 
packs a punch.
Portability meets incredible optics. The Z-40 compact 
binocular provides a zoom power from 10 to 40x. It has special 
ruby-tinted coated lenses that provide infrared and ultraviolet 
protection, and improved image contrast. This binocular includes 
a common center focus knob with independent right diopter 
adjustment to offer maximum focusing flexibility. The one-touch 
zoom lever makes it easy to adjust magnification. This binocular 
sports a BAK-4 prism, which is made of a higher density glass and
can produce sharp images. The Z-40 also has a "sure- 
grip feel" that allows for easy handling. It comes with 
a carrying strap, protective pouch, ocular lens cap, lens 
cloth and an instruction booklet 
Try it yourself for 30 days! Once you get your hands 
on this binocular, you're not going to want to let it sit at 
home when you go exploring. The Z-40 Binocular is also 
backed by TechnoScout's in-home 30-day trial offer. If 
you aren't completely satisfied, simply return it for the 
full purchase price, less shipping and handling.
Z-40 Binocular
ZZ-2797...............................................................$129.95 each + S8.H
Please mention promotional code 25212.
For fastest service, call toll-free 24 hours a day 800-399-7858
To order by mail with check or money order, or by credit card, please call fo r  total amount pli 
S&H. To charge it to your credit card, enclose your account number and expiration date. 
Virginia residents on ly—p lease  add  45% sa les  tax.
/TtOttOSCOUT-
(  ■  fTOftuMnMMRMd
V  ■  Cxdonut HttgMx, VA 23834
All rights reserved. O  2002 TechnoBrands, Inc
The one-touch zoom lever makes 
it easy to adjust magnification.
URUT MUIUT NUTUT COOUST 
lmtmtm «l bn* mb pndt* m
www.technascout con
N ational R ifle A ssociation O f A merica 
PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS, BECOME A MEMBER.
As a member of the National Rifle Association you will receive these great benefits...
© Your choice of NRA Magazines: 0  NRA Black and Gold Shooters Cap
America’s 1st Freedom  ~  TU ^ ,
American Rifleman ®  $ 1 ’00° Firearms Theft lnsurance
American Hunter ©  $ 1 0,000 Personal Accident Insurance
© No Annual Fee NRA MasterCard* ©  Hotel, Car Rental, Airfare, and Moving
m . ■ , .. ,. . ,  Discounts©  Legislative Updates
u k ^  ^ , n  , © A N D  SO MUCH MORE...©  Membership Card and Decal *For qualified applicants only
N a t i o n a l  R i f l e  A s s o c i a t i o n
M e m b e r s h i p  A p p l i c a t i o n
_____________________________________________________ □  1 YearName:. 
S t r e e t : _  
C i t y : ____ . S ta te : . - Z ip : .
T e le p h o n e : . . B i r t h  d a t e :
□  5 Years
□  Life
□  Easy Pay Life
$25(sav e  $10!)
$12 5
$ 7 5 0
$25*
C h o o s e  O n e  M a g a z in e :
a  Am erica’s  First Freedom a  American Hunter □  American Rifleman 
P a y m e n t  In f o r m a t io n :  □  C h e c k  □  C red it C a rd
□  A M E X  □  V ISA O M C  □  D IS C O V E R
Account #  Expiration Date
Contributions, gifts or membership dues made or paid to the National Rifle Association of 
America are not refundable or transferable and are not deductible as charitable contributions 
for Federal income tax purposes. $3.75 of the annual dues are designated for the magazine 
subscription. Please allow 4-6 weeks for processing of membership.
*$25 d o w n - 29  q u a r te r ly  p a y m e n ts  
□  Ju n io r*  $15
*18 years a n d  u n d e r  w ith  In s ig h ts
M A IL  T H IS  A P P L IC A T IO N  TO: 
NRA RECRUITING PROGRAMS 
11250 WAPLES MILL ROAD 
FAIRFAX, VA 22030
Recruiter # X R 0 15812
Legacy Star
r  ] n  r. a M  r  r r c  a n  • j t \ v  r  i r y
Star Jew elry it individiullv hind craftedfh the higiSwiulity standards. Madeiram l .S.A. 
.^VmirMiisfaction is guaranteed. Persona! engraving available.
TaxidermyCLASSIFIEDS
Guide Service Cabins
B A R R Y ’S G U ID E  S E R V IC E
Deer hunts available in November. 
Bobcat hunting December and January
P.O .B ox 38 2 0 7 * 2 1 5 * 9 8 4 5
Kingfield, Maine 04947
TROPHY
WHITETAIL
HUNTS
• Year after year, the #1 producing trophy 
buck outfitter in the Northeast.
• Fully outfitted and professionally
guided packages.
• Deluxe wilderness Lodge 
or remote Tent Camps.
• Proven track record for 28 years.
Contact us for a brochure.
800 - 765-7238
www.mainedeerhunting.com
/ n o r t h e r n
<  OI5TDOORS
Hunting Supplies
Jewlery
MADE YOU 
LOOK!
RJ HI N T  
Designer 
P.O. Box 328 
Providence, U T  
84332-0328
j ^ j  R J  Hunt Jewelers
435 - 753-6919
P h o n e :800 914 4606 
lax : 71 7-506-4405
L mail: ktnoy0rfSconeslogalogcab1ns.com 
u iid u i. hunt inguar ationcabins.com
Meat Processing 
Equipment
Attention Hunters!
We have everything you need to process 
and preserve wild game meats at home. 
Call or write today for your F R E E  catalog. 
We carry sausage stuffers, smokehouses, 
meat grinders, casings, seasonings, 
spices, cures and much, much more.
The Sausage Maker, Inc.
1500 Clinton St., Bldg. 123 
Buffalo, NY 14206 
Phone: 1-888-490-8525 
Fax: 1-716-824-6465
Visit our website at:
www.sausagemaker.com
Mention Department #10410
S a u s a g e  &  J e r k y
B utcher Supply 
M aking E quipment &  S upplies 
Allied Kenco Sales
Houston, TX 77022
800-356-5189
713-691-2935 713-691-3250 Fax 
E-Mail: aks@alliedkenco.com 
Website: www.alliedkenco.com 
Monday - Friday
Free Catalog
Repair Manuals
RepairManuals.com
ATV ~  Auto ~  M arine
800-426-4214
www.repairmanual.com
Parts 
Toois 
Clifts
PROUDLOVE'S 
TAXIDERMY; INC 
Tad Proudlove
Licensed Taxidermist
(207) 732-3694 
1(800) 382-9769
RT. 188, Box 14 
Enfield, Maine 04493
Grignon’s 
Taxidermy
Maine’s finest custom taxidermy 
We have a large showroom.
Please visit us on the web at 
grignonstaxidermy. com 
Our web site is a must see!
Over 30 years in business.
Reimond Grignon 
70 Main St
Palmyra, Maine 04965
^  (207)487-2754
‘Enchanted with 
‘idature
T axiderm y Studio
J a n e  L e s fie  0 y£<
T *ixidermy !Artist
State and National Champion  
State and Federal Licensed 
For 14 years serving 
the discerning 
sportsman who 
desires to have the 
beauty of nature 
captured expertly 
and artistically in 
their trophy mount.
154 Brown Road 
Harmony, ME 04942 
207-683-2448
www.enchantedwithnature.com
N O R T H L A N D
TAXIDERMY
Full Service 
Taxidermy
Game Heads •  Fish • Birds 
Life Size •  Custom Mounts 
Repairs •  Restoration
We Buy Hides, Capes 
Claws & Galls
Quality Work For 
Reasonable Prices
23 Years in Business
John R. Dykstra
Owner - Licensed Taxidermist
8 Miles West of 1-95 Exit 52 
260 Tannery Rd.
Alton, ME 04468 
JRDNORTAX@aol.com
(207)  394-2031 ^
“DON'T WASTE THAT HIDE”
Tanning Hunter’s Game Hides For Over Fifty Years
Hunters!
v v
<<r «
o ,  'cu ■
'<9
Visit us on our w ebsite for inform ation on how you 
can preserve your hunting m em ories.
Our Store Hours Are:
Monday - Friday 8:00 am to 5:00 pm 
Saturdays 8:00 am to noon 
Closed Sunday
www.foxvalleyleath8r.cofn
Fox Valley Leather Co.
633 West Center Street 
North Salt Lake, Utah 84054 
Phone: 1-800-779-2709 
Fax:1-801-936-4209 
Email: foxleather@aol.com
Oakland
MANTER RECREATIONAL 
UNLIMITED
907 Kennedy Memorial Dr
(207) 465-2513
Kawasaki
Let the good times roll.
www.kawasaki.com
The Prairie* 650 ATV and the MULE ” 3000 series have arrived -each  w ith  its own liquid-cooled V-Twin at its core. The 
P rairie  650 is the most pow erful ATV in the industry, w ith  a body strong enough to handle all the torque inside it. 
The MULE 3000 series has the sleekest, most sporty curves of any utility vehicle, plus the pow er to haul 800 pounds and 
tow  up to 1,200. You’ll never find anything else like  them. And, you’ll only find them at your local K aw asaki dealer.
)2001 Kawasaki Motors Corp., U.S.A. Kawasaki ATVs are recommended for use only by persons 16 years of age or older. Kawasaki also recommends that all ATV riders take a training course. For 
tore information, see your dealer, or call the ATV Safety Institute at T800-887-2887. Warning: ATVs can be hazardous to operate. For your safety: Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective 
lothinq. Never carry a passenger. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Never ride on public roads or pavement. Avoid excessive speeds and stunfdrivinq. Be extra careful on difficult 
jrrain. The Kawasaki MULE™ utility vehicle is an off-highway vehicle only, and is not designed, equipped or manufactured for use on public streets, roads or highways. Always wear protective 
ear appropriate for the use of this vehicle. See the owner's manual for more information. Obey laws and regulations that control the use of your vehicle. Shown with optional accessories.
For more information contact the Maine Forest Products Council 
16 Winthrop Street, Augusta ME 04330 (207)-622-9288 
www.maineforest.orc
Private landowners provide wildlife habitat and access to Maine's hunters and trappers. 
Only your care and activism will keep these w oodlands open for public recreation.
As you are aware, there are an increasing number of people and organizations that 
oppose traditional uses of the Maine w oods, including hunting, trapping and logging. 
W e are proud supporters of each, and our lands have been open for hunters ana  
trappers for generations.
However, none of us can take these traditional uses for granted. To counter well-fund­
ed efforts by those w ho seek to lock up the Maine w oods, w e must band together to 
make sure that loggers and foresters can continue to make an honest living grow ing  
trees to provide forest products for you and your families, and that you can continue to 
hunt ana trap the wildlife that thrives in our w ell-m anaged forests.
Please join with us to maintain Maine's private forest traditions.
Baskahegan  Com pany • Clayton Lake W ood lands  
Dunn Timberlands, Inc. • Hancock Timber Resources Group  
Huber Resources Corporation • Nexfor/Fraser Papers Inc. 
Plum Creek Timber Co. • W agner Forest M anagem ent, Ltd. 
Hancock Land &  Lumber Com panies 
Prentiss and Carlisle Managem ent Co., Inc.
Seven Islands Land Com pany
®FEATURING THESE 
BRAND NAMES:
•  ABU GARCIA
•  BERKLEY
• COLEMAN
• ZEBCO
• MOSSYOAK
• TREBARK
• REALTREE
• SILSTAR
• PINNACLE
• DAIWA
• PENN
• QUANTUM
• SOUTHBEND
• REDBONE
• EAGLE CLAW
• JOHNSON
• MARLIN
•  M INN KOTA
• MOSSBERG
• MITCHELL
•  PLANO
• RAPALA
• REMINGTON
• SHAKESPEARE
• SHIMANO
• WINCHESTER
• AND MANY, 
MANY MORE..
ALL AT LOW PRICES FOR 
YOUR HUNTING, FISHING, 
AND CAMPING NEEDS!!!
For A ll 
Outdoor
Your
N eeds
Where you can find all your Fishing, 
Hunting, and Outdoor
supplies. S '
COUPON VALID THROUGH 12/31/02
OFF
AM I n s t o c k  H u n t i n g  A p p a r e l
Coupon valid through 12/31/02.
Kmart Sports Centers, located at over 6 Kmart Stores across 
M aine, are serving our sportsmen's needs! ;■}
C all
1  - 8 0 0 - 8 6 6 - 0 0 8 6 ^
f o r  th e  K m a r t  n e a r e s t
Kmart Firearms and Ammunition Policy: Firearms and ammunition are sold in strict compliance with 
Federal, State and local laws. All purchases must be picked up in person. Purchaser of firearms must be 
a resident of the State in which the firearms were sold.
S  P r o v e n  W x a m m
Encore - The Most Powerful, Most Versatile .50 caliber 
Muzzleloader in the World. Converts to Centerfire Rifle or 
Shotgun in Seconds.
Omega - The Future of Muzzleloading is Here 
No Disc, No Bolt, No Problems.
lassie
22 LR Semi-Automatic Target Rifle
Shoots Flatter - Hits HarderOMPSON/CENTER
Take your best shot. 
http ://www. tcarms .com SABOTS
O  O M E G A
hJI Cs THE TUTtJUfc 01 MUZZUELUAOINGf' tt Of ltLO D Ii
Visit These Thom pson/Center Dealers In M aine
LL Bean
Hunting/Fishing Retail Store 
Freeport, ME 04033 
207-865-4761
Van Raymond Outfitters
388 S Main Street 
Brewer, ME 04412 
207-989-6001
Howell’s Gun Shop
Route 202 
Gray, ME 04039 
207-657-2324
Medomack River 
Trading Post
5 Bump Hill Road 
Washington, ME 04574 
207-845-2062
Great Outdoors of Maine
Route 202 East 
W inthrop, ME 04364 
207-377-9925
Old Town Trading Post
1681 Bennoch Road 
Old Town, ME 04468 
207-827-7032
Moosehead Trail 
Trading Post
428 Oxbow Road 
Palmyra, ME 04965 
207-368-4313
Kittery Trading Post
US Route 1 
Kittery, ME 04904 
207-439-2700
Indian Hill Trading Post
Route 15
Greenville, ME 04441 
207-695-2104
Johnson’s Sporting Goods
206 Bath Road 
Brunswick, ME 04011 
207-725-7531
Johnson’s Sporting Goods
1183 Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04102 
207-773-5909
Johnson’s Sporting Goods
15 Walnut Street 
Rockland, ME 04856 
207-594-2916
THOMPSON/CENTER
